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This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news
releases distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing
of speeches presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1987. This index supple-
ments the previous issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches
1963-1966, and the supplements for 1967 through 1986.
The index is arranged in six sections - Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases.
Section 1, Subject Index, contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicable references to
news releases and speeches containing information on that subject entry and, in many cases,
cross-references to related subject headings. Each entry contains the title, accession number,
news release number, and reference section (05 for Section 5, Speeches and 06 for Section 6,
News Releases).
Two types of cross-references are used:
S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.




Section 2, Personal Names Index, contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the indexed items or, in the case of speeches, the speaker. Each entry
contains the title, accession number, news release number, and the reference section. The
symbol + is used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose name they are
indexed.
Section 3, News Release Number Index, lists all numbered NASA News Releases arranged in
news release number order, with the corresponding accession and reference numbers.
Section 4, Accession Number Index, lists all items indexed in this publication arranged in acces-
sion number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the corresponding news
release number.
Section 5, Speeches, lists the speeches indexed in this publicaton arranged in accession number
order. Each entry contains the title, speaker, date of release, and other reference information.
Section 6, News Releases, lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release reference contains the title, date of release, news release number, if
any, and other reference information.
Copies of documents listed in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box 8757, BWl Airport, MD 21240. Requests
for copies of the index itself should be addressed to the Scientific and Technical Information
Division, Code NTT-1, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, DC 20546.
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SUBJECT HEADING I SEE SECTION 06 1
l ' FOR ADDITIONAL _1
__ INFORMATION l I
ACOUSTIC EMISSION |
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT|
I LOCsH EREDGE OR GIA 06/
L I . ws I IADCESSIONNUMBERI
I RELEASENOMBERI " "
The title of each news release or speech appears
under each name mentioned in the news releases
and speeches, whether or not the individual is the
speaker. When the name refers to the speaker, this
fact is indicated with a + to the left of the title. The
NASA accession number is located under and to
the right of the title of the speech followed by a
two-digit number which identifies the section con-
taining the complete entry. If available, the news
release number is included.
A
ABACUS PROGRAMMING CORP., VAN NUYS, CA.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOB JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-57-131 I P87-10131 06
ABLE EXPERIMENT
S AMAZON BOUNDARY LAYER EXPERIMENT
ABORT PROCEDURES
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACF
SHUTTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[ NASA RELEASE-87-61 P87-10006 06
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
INASA RELEASE-87-451 P87-10045 06
ATLAS/CENTAUR-67 ACCIDENT BOAR[)
ANNOUNCES FINDINGS
INASA RELEASE-87-721 P87-10072 06
BOARD NAMED 10 INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
I NASA RELEASE-57-1121 P87-10112 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO NASA
EMPLOYEES P87-10203 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BOARD
S ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION BOARD
S ATLAS CENTAUR 68 INVESTIGATION BOARD
ACCIDENTS
SA SPACECRAFT ACCIDENTS
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
I NASA RELEASE-87-97 I P87-10097 06
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FUEL SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
I NASA RELEASE-87-73 ] P87-10073 06
ACOUSTICS
WORLD'S I ARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
INASA RELEASE-B7-180] P87-10180 06
ACTUATORS
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130[ P87-10130 06
ADA /PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE/
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS _O ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY




SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
I NASA RELEASE-87-241 P87-10024 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-I0228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
ADVANCED FIGHTER TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
INASA RELEASE-87-1181 P57-10118 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM /ALS/
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87 1191 P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1271 P87-10127 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILE IAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47 I P87-10047 06
NASA ISSUES REOUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-87-901 P87-10090 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1201 P87-10120 06
ADVANCED TRANSPORT OPERATING SYSTEMS
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-87 1331 P87-10133 06
ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
AERODYNAMIC TEST RANGE
S EDWARDS AFB, CALIF
AERODYNAMICS
SA HYPERSONICS
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WiN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5] P87-10005 06
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[ NASA RELEASE-87-71 P87-10007 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-87-371 P87-10037 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-87-421 P57-10042 06
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
INASA RELEASE-87-861 P87-10086 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL -AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY, AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA P57-10200 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 0E
AEROJET SOLID PROPULSION CO., CA.
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-57-120] P87-10120 06
AEROJET STRATEGIC PROPULSION CO., CALIF,
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-471 P87-10047 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[ NASA RELEASE-87-901 P87-10090 06
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 I P87-10021 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P57-10229 05
AERONAUTICS
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-57-1541 P57-10184 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
AEROSPACE AMERICA
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P57-10214 05
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOC. OF AMERICA
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
[ NASA RELEASE-57-531 P87-10053 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;





USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141] P87-10141 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144( P87-10144 06
AEROSPACEPLANES
SA NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SA X-30 AIRCRAFT
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7] P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ I)87-10021 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58[ P87-10058 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
AFL-CIO
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
AGREEMENTS
SA BILATERAL SPACE AGREEMENT, U.S.S,R./U.S.
SA INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WiTH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-87-55[ P87-10055 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-147[ P87-10147 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-10149 06
AGRICULTURAL AND TECH. STATE UNIV., N.C.
S NORTH CAROLINA A. AND T, STATE UNIV,
AGRIClJLTURE
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
(NASA RELEASE-87-15[ PB7-10015 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D. C, P87-10221 05
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AI/L&




AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129] P87-10129 06
AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS LAB., HANSCOM, MASS.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
AIR FORCE SPACE SYSTEMS DIV.
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40[ PB7-10040 06
AIR FORCE, U.S.
SA CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
SA EGLIN AFB, FLA.
SA VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF.
SA WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17[ P87-10017 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100[ t='87-10100 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118J P87-10118 06
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119( P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE_7-127] P87-10127 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE_7-128] P87-10128 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE_]7-129] P87-10129 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE_B7-147] P87-10147 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
{NASA RELEASE-87-150 ] P87-10150 06
AIR POLLUTION
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE_7-43[ P87-10043 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE_7-133] 1:)87-10133 06
AIRBORNE ANTARCTIC OZONE EXPERIMENT
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ 1:)87-10114 06
AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA




(NASA RELEASE-87-72[ P87-10072 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87_9[ P87o10089 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118[ P87-1011B 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM







S GULFSTREAM 2 AIRCRAFT
S HELICOPTERS
S HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
S LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
S MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
S ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT








X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172] P87-10172 06
AIRCRAFT CONTROL
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[ NASA RELEASE-87-113[ P87-10113 06
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ 1:)87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21( t='87-10021 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-87-37[ PB7-10037 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULPTION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,




NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
AIRCRAFT LANDING DYNAMICS FACILITY, LARC
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] 1:)87-10111 06
AIRCRAFT NOISE
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73[ 1:>87-10073 06
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
[NASA RELEASE-87-98[ 1:)87-10098 06
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-92} P87-10092 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113J P87-10113 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118[ P87-10118 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ PB7-10140 06
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-B7-133[ P87-I0133 06
AIRCRAFT TESTS
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
[NASA RELEASE-87-98} P87-10098 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[ NASA RELEASE-87-113 ] P87-10113 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118[ P87-10118 06
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
AIRCRAFT WINGS
SA MISSION ADAPTIVE WINGS
SA SWEPTFORWARD WINGS
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172] P87-10172 06
AIRESEARGH MANUF. CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES










INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115) P87-10115 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164[ P87-10164 06
ALASKA UNIV,
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
ALFVEN WAVES
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
ALGAE
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75) P87-10075 06
ALICE SPRINGS GROUND STATION, AUSTRALIA
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
ALL AMERICAN ENGINEERING CORP., DEL
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
NASA RELEASE-87-88J P87-10088 06
ALLISON DIV., GM CORP., INDIANAPOLIS
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA






NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
AMAZON BOUNDARY LAYER EXPERIMENT
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE_7-66} P87-10066 06
AMBLYOPIA
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
AMERICAN ASSOC. FOR THE ADVAN. OF SCI.
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24) P87-10024 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
AMERICAN ASSOC. OF VARIABLE STAR OBSERVERS
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-122[ PB7-10122 06
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-103[ P87-10103 06
AMERICAN GEOPNYS. UNION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-18[ P87-10018 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NE-_N SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE_7-94] P87-10094 06
AMERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68] P87-10068 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON.
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE_7-77] P87-1CO77 06
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-155[ P87-10155 06
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA.
SA NATIONAL FULL-SCALE AERODYNAMIC
COMPLEX
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
NASA RELEASE-87-43[ P87-10043 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66] P87-10(O6 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67) P87-10067 06
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-87-86] P87-10086 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92[ P87-10092 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ 1:>87-10105 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-10111 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[ NASA RELEASE-87-113 J P87-10113 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-116[ PB7-10116 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
{NASA RELEASE_I7-118] P87-10118 06
APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133] P87-10133 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134] P87-10134 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
NASA RELEASE-87-146) 1:>87-10146 06
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
NASA RELEASE_87-161 ] P87-10161 06
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
NASA RELEASE-87-162[ P87-10162 06
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
NASA RELEASE_7-175] P87-10175 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-180[ P87-10180 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185) P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA PB7-10229 05
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22[ PB7-10022 06
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47] P87-10047 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87_9] P87-10069 06
ANTARCTICA
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75[ P87-10075 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114) P87-10114 06
ANTENNAS
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38[ P87-10038 06
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE_7-143J P87-I0143 06
APOLLO PROJECT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT.
MICHIGAN PB7-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-1021B 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON. D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24) P87-10024 06
A-3
APPLICATIONS AND ANALYSIS SUPPORT CONTRACT
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-188] 1:>87-10188 06
APPUCATION6 AND ANALYSIS SUPPORT CONTRACT
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT







NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50] 1:)87-10050 06
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
INASA RELEASE-87-53[ P87-10053 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG. VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
ARC
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD,
CA.
ARC WIND TUNNEL
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
[NASA RELEASE-87-98[ P87-10098 06
ARCHAEOLOGY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15| P87-10015 06
ARGEN_NA
SCIENC_ AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ 1:>87-10114 06
ARGOS DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE_74] P87-10004 06
ARIANE LAUNCH VEHiClE
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41[ P87-10041 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
ARIZONA UNIV.
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161[ P87-10161 06
ARMED SERVICES COMMn'rEE
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[NASA RELEASE-87-11 ] P87-10011 06
AROUND-THE-WORLD FMGHT
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12| P87-10012 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-t0206 05
ARRESTING SYSTEM/SPACE SHUTTLE/
S SPACE SHUTTLE ARRESTING SYSTEM
ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNWERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164J P87-10164 06
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN. WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
ASEAN
S ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH EAST ASIAN NATIONS
ASRM
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR/SHUTTLE/
ASSEMBLY TEST ARTICLE /SPACE SHUTTLE/
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-169[ P87-10169 06
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR POLICY, NASA
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10[ P87-10010 06
ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH EAST ASIAN NATIONS
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-341 P87-10034 06
ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR REB. IN ASTRON.
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-122[ P87-10122 06
ASTEROIDS
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
ASTP
S APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
ASTRO MISSIONS
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158[ P87-10158 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE-87-168[ P87-10168 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION




NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87.4[ P87-10004 06
ASTROMETRIC TELESCOPE FACIMTY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
ASTROMETRY
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ P87-10059 06
ASTRONAUTS
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58[ P87-10058 06
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-84] P87-10084 06
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-93] P87-10093 06
ASTRONAUT ION MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-116[ P87-10116 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
SUBJECT INDEX
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; IT, MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
ASTRONOMERS
SA HUBBLE SPACE TELE. AMATEUR
ASTRONOMERS GR.
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-122[ P87-10122 06
ASTRONOMY




SA SUBMILLIMETER WAVE ASTRONOMY
SA ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
SA X-RAY ASTRONOMY
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE_7-105] P87-10105 06
ASTROPHYSICS
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184] P87-10184 06
ATLANTA UNIV., GA.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HSCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP. ALEXANDRIA, V/L
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47[ P87-10047 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE_7-90] P87-10090 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120[ P87-10120 06
ATLANTIS
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35[ P87-10035 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139} P87-10139 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE-87-168| P87-10168 06
ATLAS CENTAUR 87 INVESTIGATION BOARD
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-8745[ P87-10045 06
ATLAS/CENTAUR-67 ACCIDENT BOARD
ANNOUNCES FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-87-72[ P87-10072 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO NASA
EMPLOYEES P87-10203 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
ATLAS CENTAUR 68 INVESTIGATION BOARD
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE_7-112} P87-10112 06
ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
INASA RELEASE-87-40] P87-10040 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-B7-45] P87-10045 06
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-87-55[ P87-10055 06
A-4
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE_87-76] P87-10076 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156) P87-10156 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158[ P87-10158 06








NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43} P87-t0043 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66] P87-10066 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE




[NASA RELEASE-87-72[ P87-10072 06
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRON. RES. COUNCIL, CANADA
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE_87-1011 P87-10101 06
ATOMIC PARTICLES
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
ATOPS
S ADVANCED TRANSPORT OPERATING SYSTEMS
AUBURN UNIV., ALA.
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115[ P87-10115 06
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
SA TELEVISION
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
[NASA RELEASE-87-83[ P87-10083 06
AURA
S ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR RES. IN ASTRON
AURORA
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
dORTHERN LIGHTS
LNASA RELEASE-87-94{ P87-10094 06
AUSTRALIA
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE*87-12[ P87-10012 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-B7-60[ P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87_57] P87-10067 06
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132[ P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
AUSTRALIAN DEPT. OF IND., TECH. AND COMM.
U,S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132[ P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
AUTOMATED DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION FURN,
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
AUTOMATION
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE_7-89] P87-10089 06
AVIONICS
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87=42[ P87-10042 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
{NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-10111 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
AWARDS
SA CONTRACT AWARDS
SA EXCELLENCE AWARD, NASA
SA MEDALS
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10[ P87-10010 06
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
[NASA RELEASE-87-53[ P87-10053 06
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-103[ P87-10103 06
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
{NASA RELEASE-B7-109[ P87-10109 06
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE_7-116] P87-10116 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE=87-188[ P87-10188 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D, C.
P87-10216 05
B
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS, BOULDER, COLO.
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE_7-10] P87-10010 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE_7-78} P87.10078 06
BALLISTIC MISSILES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
BALLOONS
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
BIOASTRONAUTICS
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE_87_IS] P87-10048 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87_0] P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87=67[ P87-10067 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
BARRIOS TECHNOLOGY, INC., HOUSTON, TEX.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148[ P87-10148 06
BARSTOW TRACKING STATION, CALIF.
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-9[ P87-10009 06
BAI"rELLE_OLUMBUS LABS., COLUMBUS, OHIO
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-91[ P87-10091 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, HOUSTON, TEX.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-10054 06
BELGIUM
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137J P87-10137 06
BELIZE
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15] P87-10015 06
BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON FACILITY
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE_87-92] P87-10092 06
BELL TELEPHONE LABS., INC.
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87_0] P87-10060 06
BENDIX FIELD ENG. CORP., COLUMBIA, MD.
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-9[ P87-10009 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78[ P87-10078 06
BENDIX FIELD ENGINEERING CORP.
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148[ 1=87-10148 06
BERLIN UNIV., GERMANY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
BIG-BANG COSMOLOGY
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
{ NASA RELEASE-87-1 ] P87-10001 06
BILATERAL SPACE AGREEMENT, U.S.S.R./U.S.
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146[ P87-10146 06
BIOASTRONAUTICS
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
A-5
BIOGRAPHY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10217 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
BIOGRAPHY
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10[ P87-10010 06
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
{NASA RELEASE-87-11 ] P87-10011 06
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE_7-18} P87-10018 06
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR [POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE_7-24} P87-10024 06
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
[NASA RELEASE-87-53 P87-10053 06
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-56 P87-10056 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58 I)87-10058 06
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-84 P87-10084 06
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-87-86 P87-10086 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99 P87-10099 06
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-103} P87-10103 06
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
[NASA RELEASE_87-106} P87-10106 06
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-109] P87-10109 06
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-116} 1°87-10116 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121[ P87-10121 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE.-87-126} P87-10126 06
SPACE SHUTFLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145J P87-10145 06
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA




EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175J P87-10175 06
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL






SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S PARTICIPATION







[NASA RELEASE-87-69[ P87-10069 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10217 05
BIOTECHNOLOGY
SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SA MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE_I7-141 ] P87-10141 06
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132] P87-10132 06
BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
BLOOD CELLS
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144} P87-10144 06
BLOWING CIRCULATION CONTROL
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
BOEING AEROSPACE CO.
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124[ P87-10124 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1871 P87-10187 06
BOEING AEROSPACE CO., ALA.
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10233 05
BOEING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
[NASA RELEASE_7-52] P87-10052 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164[ P87-10164 06
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE CO., WASH.
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE_7-92] P87-10092 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140} P87-10140 06
BOEING COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES, INC.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148] P87-10148 06
BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
S TRANSPORT SYSTEMS RESEARCH VEHICLE
BOEING-VERTOL CO., RIDLEY PARK, PA.
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92J P87-10092 06
BONE DEMINERALIZATION
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY




S SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
BOSTON UNIV.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
BRAZIL
SA INSTITUTE DE PESQUISAS EXPACIAIS, BRAZIL
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
BRAZILIAN SPACE INSTITUTE, INPE
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87_o6] P87-10066 06
BUDGETS




NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE_7-34} P87-10034 06
C-141 AIRCRAFT
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE_7-60} P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67] P87-10067 06
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162] P87-10162 06
CALIFORNIA
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134] P87-10134 06
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TIECHNOL, PASADENA
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-48} P87-10048 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77[ P87-10077 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99[ 1:)87-10099 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
NASA RELEASE-87-123[ P87-10123 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54} P87-10054 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ 1:)87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE




NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV, SAN DIEGO
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
CABFORNIA UNIV., SANTA BARBARA
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
CALORIMETER
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161[ 1:>87-10161 06
CALSPAN CORP., BUFFALO, N.Y.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-621 1:)87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
CAMERAS
SA FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
SA WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ t:>87-10104 06
CANADA
SA MINISTRY FOR SCIENCE AND TECH., CANADA
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17] P87-10017 06
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22[ P87-10022 06
U.S._CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182| P87-10182 06
CANARD SUBSYSTEM
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE*87-113[ P87-10113 06
CANBERRA TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31[ P87-10031 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87-10105 06
CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34[ 1>87-10034 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40[ P87-10040 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87-10045 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE_87-112[ P87-10112 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-1371 P87-t0137 06
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
{NASA RELEASE-87-163[ P87-10163 06
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA.
CAPE KENNEDY, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA.
CARBON
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77] P87-10077 06
CARBON DIOXIDE
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43[ P87-10043 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ I)87-10101 06
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175] P87-10175 06
CARBON MONOXIDE
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43[ P87-10043 06
CARNEGIE*MELLON UNIV., PITTSBURGH, PA.
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIV., OHIO
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115[ P87-10115 06
CASTOR 4 ROCKET ENGINE
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
INASA RELEASE-87-34[ P87-10034 06
CASTOR 4A ROCKET ENGINE
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128| P87-10128 06
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE-87-163] P87-10163 06
CATARACTS
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87-10105 06
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN SPACE DATA/INFO.
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-70[ P87-10070 06
CENTER FOR SPACE MICROELECTRONIC$ T1ECH.
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
CENTERS FOR THE COMMERCIAL DEV. OF SPACE
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-69] P87-10069 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-1151 P87-10115 06
CENTRAL STATE UNIV,, OHIO
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
CENTRE NATL D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41[ P87-10041 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-87-48[ P87-10048 06
CEREMONIES
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA 1>87-10195 05
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA P87-10200 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
CHARGED PARTICLES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10216 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRE LIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19[ P87-10019 06
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-96[ I)87-10096 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA 1>87-10195 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C P87-10199 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
STATEMENT OF DR JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10212 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10216 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR





VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES




PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN.
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE_7-74] P87-10074 06
CHARTERS OF FREEDOM MONITORING SYSTEM
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-102[ P87-10102 06
CHECKOUT
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87o35] 1>87-10035 06
CHEMICAL CLOUDS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175[ P87-10175 06
CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ALROCIATION
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136] 1:>87-10136 06






SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
CIDEX
S COMETARY ICE AND DUST EXPERIMENT
/CIDEX/
CINCINNATI ELECTRONICS CORP., OHIO
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-B7-156[ P87-10156 06
CIVIL AVIATION
SA COMMERCIAL AVIATION
TtLTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92[ P87-10092 06
CIVIL SPACE TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
CIVILIAN ROLE IN SPACE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
CLEMSON UNIV. S.C.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13] P87-10013 06
CUMATE
NASA AND FRENCH SPADE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41[ 1°87-10041 06
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43[ P87-10043 06
CUMATOLOGY
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE_7-95] P87-10095 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME




NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
CLUSTER MISSION IESAI
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE_7-22] P87-10022 06
COAST GUARD, U.S.
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17[ P87-10017 06
COASTS
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
CORE/COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER/
S COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
COCKPITS
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111 [ P87-10111 06
COLORADO STATE UNIV, FORT COLLINS
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE.87-101[ P87-10101 06
COLORADO UNIV.
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
COLORADO UNIV., BOULDER
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115] P87-10115 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
COLUMBIA
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
INCREASED SPACE SHU'I-rLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE-87-168[ P87-10168 06
COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
COLUMBIA UNIV., N.Y.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE.-87-54[ P87-I0054 06
COLUMBUS SPACE STATION
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50[ P87-10050 06
COMBINED RELIEA_E AND RADIAT. EFFECTS SAT.
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76[ P87-10076 06
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH




NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[ NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
SUBJECT INDEX
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE.-87-63[ P87-10063 06
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA _ELEASE-87-161] P87-10161 06
COMET N_CLEI
NASA':=, PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63] P87-10063 06
COMET PATH
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE..87-25[ P87-10025 06
COMET PENETRATOR/CRAF/
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161] P87-10161 06
COMET RENDEZVOUS/ASTEROID FLYBY
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161[ P87-10161 06
COMET WILSON
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
COMETARY ICE AND DUST EXPERIMENT/CIDEX/
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
COMETS
SA COMET WILSON
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87o10105 06
COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMMERCIAL AVIATION
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
COMMERCIAL SPACE POLICY
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-87-55[ P87-10055 06
COMMITTEE ON SPACE STATION, NRC
NASA RESPONDS TO REPORT BY NRC COMMITTEE
ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-135[ 1:>87-10135 06
COMMITTEES
S COMMITrEE ON SPACE STATION, NRC
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
COMMONWEALTH SCI. A IND. RE,_ ORG., AUST.
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31[ P87-10031 06
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[ NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED






PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED











SA NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-143[ P87-10143 06
COMPETITION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE I)87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111[ I)87-10111 06
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[ NASA RELEASE-87-71 P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
S NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION SYS.,
ARC
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 ] P87-10021 06
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
COMPUTER NETWORKS
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE_7-7] P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE_7-21| P87-10021 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87_9] P87-10089 06
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE_7-107] 1>87-10107 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152[ P87-10152 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP.
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20[ P87-10020 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148] P87-10148 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., SILVER SPR., MD.
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-39[ P87-10039 06
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
INASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,





S HIGH SPEED PROCESSOR-2
/SUPERDOMPUTER/
S ILLIAC 4 COMPUTER
CONFERENCES
SA EAA FLY-IN CONV. & SPORT AVIATION EXHIB.
SA ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE
SA MARS CONFERENCE
SA SATELLITE SERVICING WORKSHOP
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141[ P87-10141 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P87-10154 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO I)87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D_ C. P87-10217 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA 1:>87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D. C P87-10234 05
CONTRACT AWARDS
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-8[ P87-10008 06
CONGRESS, u.s.
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE_87-96] P87-10096 06
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-116[ P87-10116 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D, C.
P87-10225 O5
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DAYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
CONGRESSIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE AERON.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ON GAO/SRM
CONTRACTOR SELECTION REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-166[ P87.10166 06
CONTRACT AWARDS
SA SUBCONTRACTS.
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-87-16[ P87-10016 06
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
NASA RELEASE_7-39| P87-10039 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
NASA RELEASE-87_8] P87-10088 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE_7-110[ 1:)87-10110 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
NASA RELEASE_7-117] P87-10117 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120[ P87-10120 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ 1=87-10140 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148[ P87-10148 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
NASA RELEASE-87-150[ P87-10150 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
NASA RELEASE-87-159[ P87-10159 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-87-160[ I)87-10160 06
A-9
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176[ P87-10175 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-181[ P87-10181 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187[ P87-10187 06
STATEMENT OF DFt. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10233 0.5
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-9] P87-10009 06
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19| P87-10019 06
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSE GROUND TERMINAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-29] P87-10029 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42] P87-10042 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44| P87.10044 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
[NASA RELEASE-87-52[ P87-10052 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-107[ P87-10107 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131 | P87-10131 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138] P87-10138 06
CONTRACT PROPOSALS
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE*87_I P87-10008 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100] P87-10100 06
CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47[ P87-10047 06
JPL SELECTS VIRGINIA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-49[ P87-10049 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76[ P87-10076 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-160[ P87-10160 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-181[ P87-10181 06
CONTROL STICKS
S UNISTICK/AUTOMOBILE CONTROL STICK/
CONTROL SYSTEMS





NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL







INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE*87-13[ P87-10013 06
CORONAS
S SOLAR CORONA
COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-87-1[ P87-10001 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128[ P87-10128 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[ NASA RELEASE-87-158[ P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
COSMIC RAYS
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE_7-25] P87-10025 06
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77[ P87-10077 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137] P87-10137 06
COSMOCHEMISTRY
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM




SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U,S. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146] P87-t0146 06
COSPAS
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE4[7-17[ P87-10017 06
COST ESTIMATES
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-39[ P87-10039 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42 P87-10042 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50 P87-10050 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
[NASA RELEASE-87-52 P87-10052 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65 P87-10065 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100 P87-10100 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE_7-107 P87-10107 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[ NASA RELEASE-87-110 P87-10110 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUI_LE ORBITER
{NASA RELEASE-87-117 P87-10117 06
NASA RESPONDS TO REPORT BY NRC COMMITTEE
ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-135 1:>87-10135 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA ISSUES REPORT ON EXTENDED-DURATION
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-174[ P87-10174 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA FFLEASE-87-177] P87-10177 06
NASA _ESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTE-WATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186[ P87-10186 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187] P87-10187 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 1°87-10211 05
COST REDUCTION
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8[ P87-10008 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76[ P87-10076 06
COSTS
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119] P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
NASA RELEASE-87-127[ 1='87-10127 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131] P87-10131 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-87-138[ P87-10138 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-147[ P87-10147 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152[ P87-10152 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
{NASA RELEASE-87-159[ P87-10159 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176] P87-10176 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-180[ P87-10180 06
CRAF MISSION






NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA P87.10200 05
CRYSTAL GROWTH
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE*87-144{ P87-10144 06
D
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
SA TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
A-10
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-39] P87-10039 06
DATA BASES
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131 ] P87-10131 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOF33NARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;




SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-BT-114] P87-10114 06
DATA LINKS
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78] P87-10078 06
DATA MANAGEMENT
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78J P87-10078 06
DATA PROCESSING
SA SIGNAL PROCESSING
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131 ] P87-10131 06
DATA SYSTEMS
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARO
[NASA RELEASE-87-701 P87-10070 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78 J P87-10078 06
DATA TRANSMISSION
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23] P87-10023 06
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-29] P87-10029 06
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34] P87-10034 06
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38] P87-10038 06
DAVID TAYLOR MODEL BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C.
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172] P87-10172 06
DECISION MAKING
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71 J P87-10071 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-9] P87-10009 06
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 I P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64} P87-10064 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[ NASA RELEASE-87-671 P87-10067 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105] P87-10105 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-87-184] P87-10184 06
DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS
AGENCY
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129] P87-10129 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-150] P87-10150 06
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172] P87-10172 06
DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-87-1] P87-10001 06
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34] P87-10034 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128] P87-10128 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158] 1:)87-10158 06
CASTOR IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND




TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137] P87-10137 06
DENVER UNIV.
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-1141 P87-10114 06
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SA FOREST SERVICE, U.S.
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
SA ENVIRONMENTAL SCI. SERV. ADMIN.
SA NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC
ADMIN.
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152] P87-10152 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156] P87-10156 06
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SA DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS
AGENCY
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3] P87-10003 06
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[NASA RELEASE-87-11 ] P87-10011 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40 P87-10040 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
INASA RELEASE-87-76 P87-10076 06
NASA/GODDARD TO HOST SATELLITE SERVICING
WORKSHOP
[NASA RELEASE-87-82 P87-10082 06
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92 P87-10092 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NAS_ RELEASE-87-101 P87-10101 06
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[ NASA RELEASE-87-119 P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
NASA RELEASE-87-127 P87-10127 06
DISCOVERY
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOF'PNARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152] P87-10152 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-159] P87-10159 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[ NASA RELEASE-87-11 ] P87-10011 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101 ] P87-10101 06
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124] P87-10124 06
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
S FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
DESERTS
S MOJAVE DESERT, CALIF.
DESIGN ANALYSIS
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW









EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
DEVELOPMENT MOTOR-8/SPACE SHUI-rLE/
FULL-SIZE SHU1-FLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-81 I P87-10081 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-125] P87-10125 06
DEVELOPMENT MOTOR-9/SPACE SHUTTLE/
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-151] P87-10151 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
[NASA RELEASE-87-167] P87-10167 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-183] P87-10183 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-190] P87-10190 06
DFVLR






S AUTOMATED DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION
FURN.
DISCOVERY
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61 ] P87-10061 06
A-11
DISPLAY DEVICES
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTrLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE_7-168] P87-10168 06
DISPLAY DEVICES
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133] 1:>87-10133 06
S DEVELOPMENT MOTOR-8/SPACE SHU3-FLE/
DM-9
S DEVELOPMENT MOTOR-9 /SPACE SHUTTLE/
DOC
S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DOCUMENT PRESERVATION
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE_7-102] 1>87-10102 06
DOO
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DOE
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DORMER-SYSTEM G.M.B.H., GERMANY
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
DRAG REDUCTION
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133] P87-10133 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-140[ P87-10140 06
DREXEL UNIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101} P87-10101 06
DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF.
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE_7-37] P87-10037 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE_7_S[ P87-10048 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113[ P87-10113 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118[ P87-10118 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87.10229 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87.10231 05
DSN
S DEEP SPACE NETWORK
DULLES INTERN. AIRPORT, VA.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88[ P87-10088 06
E
EAA FLY4N COMV. A SPORT AVIATION EXHIB.
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION




INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[ NASA RELEASE-87-66 ] P87-10066 06
EARTH CRUST
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE*87-175[ P87-10175 06
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36[ P87-10036 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175J P87-10175 06
EARTH INTERIOR
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175[ P87-10175 06
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEMS
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15} P87-10015 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50[ P87-10050 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT




EARTH RESOURCES OBS. SYSTEMS PROGRAM
S EROS PROGRAM
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
S LANDSAT SATELLITES
EARTH SCIENCE PROGRAM, NASA
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87.184] P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EARTH SURFACE
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE_7-95] P87-10095 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-10149 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, O.C. P87-10221 05
EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE COMMITTEE
S NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL
EARTH-LIMB RADIANCE EXPERIMENT
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
EASTERN SPACE AND MISSILE CTR., FLA.
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34[ P87-10034 06
ECOLOGY
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE_7-149] P87-10149 06
SUBJECT INDEX
ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT.
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM+ CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
EDUCATION
S NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOC.
EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION, NASA
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE_87-96] P87-10096 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P87-10154 06
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P87-10154 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184 P87-10184 06
EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.
WHITE SANDS TO BE ALTERNATE LANDING SITE
FOR SHUTFLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-189 P87-10189 06
EGLIN AFB, FLA.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45 P87-10045 06
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE_7-46 P87-10046 06
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED tN
HAWAII








PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
{NASA RELEASE-87-46] P87-10046 06
ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS CORP., MD.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS




NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-165J P87-10165 06
ELECTROSTATICS
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE_I7-46} P87-10046 06
EMERGENCIES
SA EMERGENCY LANDING
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-6_ P87-10006 06
EMERGENCY EXIT SYSTEMS
SHUTrLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
[NASA RELEASE-87-170] P87-10170 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. 1:)87-10194 OS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
t:)87-10197 05
EMERGENCY LANDING
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM




NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88} P87-10088 06
ENERGY CONVERSION
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124{ P87-10124 06
ENGINE CONTROL
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
{NASA RELEASE-87-130} P87-10130 06
ENGINE DESIGN
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-90{ P87-10090 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
INASA RELEASE-87-120} P87-10120 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTrLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-125{ P87-10125 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129{ P87 10129 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130{ P87=10130 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138J P87-10138 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-151 { P87-10151 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
{NASA RELEASE-87-183} P87-10183 06
ENGINE TESTS
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-87-28} P87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33} P87-10033 06
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
(NASA RELEASE-87-471 P87-10047 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61{ P87-10061 06
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73 1:)87-10073 06
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
[ NASA RELEASE-87-79 P87-10079 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-81 P87-10081 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
NASA RELEASE-87-113 P87-10113 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120 P87-10120 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-125 P87-10125 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128} P87-10128 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
NASA RELEASE-87-130 P87-10130 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
NASA RELEASE-87-151 P87-10151 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE-87-153 1:)87-10153 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
[NASA RELEASE-87-167 P87-10167 06
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
{NASA RELEASE-87-171 P87-10171 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
[NASA RELEASE-87-173 P87-10173 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-87-178 P87-10178 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER ENGINES
[NASA RELEASE-87-179 1:)87-10179 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-183{ P87-10183 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-19Ol P87-10190 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE iNDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
ENGINEERING SERVICES
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8] P87-10008 06
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-391 P87-10039 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42{ P87-10042 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR/SPACE SHUTTLE/
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-28{ P87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-331 1::)87-10033 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
INASA RELEASE-87-81] P87-10081 06
ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S AIR BREATHING ENGINES
S CASTOR 4 ROCKET ENGINE
S CASTOR 4A ROCKET ENGINE
S F404 ENGINE
S LIQUID FUELED ROCKET BOOSTERS
S LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
S RS-27 ENGINE
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
S SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
ENTERPRISE
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHU]-t'LE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88} P87-10088 06
ENTOMOLOGY
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE






EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C, P87-10202 05
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43} 1:>87-10043 06
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114] P87-10114 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184{ P87-10184 06
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MICH,
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115{ P87-10115 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SCI. SERV. ADMtN.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99{ 1:)87-10099 06
EORSAT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF







S GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
S MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
ER-2 AIRCRAFT
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
INASA RELEASE-87-114{ P87-10114 06
EROS PROGRAM
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15} P87-10015 06
ERSS-1
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT










SA LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM
SHUTTLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
[NASA RELEASE-87-170} P87-10170 06
ESRO
S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
ESSA
S ENVIRONMENTAL SCI. SERV. ADMIN.
ESSEX CORP.
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA




S ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR/SPACE SHUTTLE/
EUROPEAN REMOTE SENSING SATELLITE-1
S ERSS-1
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-87-41 P87-10004 06
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
{NASA RELEASE-87-20[ 1=87-10020 06
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22{ P87-10022 06
A-13
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
(NASA RELEASE-87-35J t:)87-10035 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 ] P87-10041 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50{ P87-10050 06
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[ NASA RELEASE-87-51{ P87-10051 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59{ P87-10059 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158{ P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-102.14 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
COMMENCEMENT; ROLLA, MISSOURI
P87-10235 05
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
EUROSPACE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EVAPORATION
SA EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE





EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
EXCELLENCE AWARD, NASA
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62{ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68( P87-10068 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-155[ P87-10155 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXHIBITS
SA EAA FLY-IN CONV. & SPORT AVIATION EXHIB.
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-10111 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NASA RECEPTION; NASA EXHIBIT; PARIS




NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-67-54[ P87-10054 06
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-57{ P87-10057 06
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63] P87-10063 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
(NASA RELEASE-87-136{ P87-I0136 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U,S. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146{ P87-10146 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D, C. P87-10217 05
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-30] I)87-10030 06
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-97-55] P87-10055 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71] P87-10071 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76[ P87-10076 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-87-147J P87-10147 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
{ NASA RELEASE-87-156{ P87-10156 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
{NASA RELEASE-87-158] P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P97-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY 1='87-10209 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136] P87-10136 0'6
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111{ P87-10111 06
EXPERIMENTS




S COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELUTE
EXTENDED DURATION ORBITER
NASA ISSUES REPORT ON EXTENDED-DURATION
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-174J P87-10174 06
SUBJECT INDEX
EXTERNAL LOADS
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-171{ P87-10171 06
EXTERNAL TANK
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33{ P87-10033 06
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-751 P87-10075 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76{ P87-10076 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158{ P87-10159 06
EYE OF JUPITER
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-123{ P87-10123 06
EYES
SA RETINA
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104{ P87-10104 06
F
F-111 AIRCRAFT
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[ NASA RELEASE-87-118 ] P87-10118 06
F/A-18 AIRCRAFT
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37{ P87-10037 06
FAA




NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
(NASA RELEASE-87-100} P87-10100 06
FAILURE INVESTIGATION
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
INASA RELEASE-87-128{ P87-10128 06
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE-87-163} P87-10163 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
[NASA RELEASE-87-173{ P87-10173 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
I NASA RELEASE-87-190] P87-10190 06
FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35{ P87-10035 06
FAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
iNASA RELEASE-87-162[ P87-10162 06
FAIRCHILD INDUSTRIES, INC.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99] P87-t0099 06
FAIRCHILD SPACE CO., GERMANTOWN, MD.
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
{NASA RELEASE-87-79{ P87-t0078 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTJC
SERVICER STUDY
{NASA RELEASE-87-176J P87-10176 06
A-14
SUBJECT INDEX
FAIRCHILD WESTON SYS., SYOSSET, N.Y.
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177] P87-10177 06
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92[ P87-10092 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
FEDERAL CITY CLUB
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C P87-10202 05
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
S WEST GERMANY
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149J P87-10149 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESlS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185] P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
FEDERAL UNIV. OF PARA, BRAZIL
NASA AND BRAZIUAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
FIELD
S SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
FIELD JOINT ASSEMBLY FIXTURE
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
(NASA RELEASE-87-1691 P87-10169 06
FIFE




NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134} P87-10134 06
FIRES
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43} 1°87-10043 06
FIRST ISLSCF FIELD EXPERIMENT
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
FJAF
S FIELD JOINT ASSEMBLY FIXTURE
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12] P87-10012 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 O6
FLIGHT PATHS
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF.
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF
FUGNT SAFETY
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE_7-80] P87-10080 06
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-108[ P87-10108 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111] P87-10111 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
FUGHT SCHEDULES/SPACE SNUI-rLES/
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61[ P87-10061 06
FLIGHT TELIEROBOTIC SERVICER
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176[ P87-10176 06
FLIGHT TESTS
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
FNASA RELEASE-87-73] P87-10073 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113[ P87-10113 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
(NASA RELEASE-87-118[ P87-10118 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
(NASA RELEASE-87-140[ P87-10140 06
SHUTTLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
[NASA RELEASE-87-170[ P87-10170 06
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA P87-10200 05
FLORIDA A. AND M. UNIV,, TALLANASSEE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '67; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
FLORIDA STATE UNIV.
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66J P87-10066 06
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75] P87-10075 06
FLORIDA UNIV.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
(NASA RELEASE-87-21] P87-10021 06
FLOW VISUALIZATION
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
FLTSATCOM F-6
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45J P87-10045 06
FLTSATCOM F-7
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40[ P87-10040 06
FLTSATCOM F-8
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP








FORD AEROSPACE AND COMMUN. CORP., CALIF.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164[ P87-10164 06
FORD AEROSPACE AND COMMUNICATIONBCORF.
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148[ P87-10148 06
FOREST SERVICE, U.S,
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE_7-43] P87-10043 06
FORESTRY
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT t
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON. D.C. P87-10221 05
FORESTS
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43] P87-10043 06
FOSSILS
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75[ P87-10075 06
FRANCE
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17] P87-10017 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87o114] P87-10114 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137] P87-10137 06
FRANKLIN RESEARCH CENTER
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
FRENCH SATELLITES






FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
(NASA RELEASE-87-73] P87-10073 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111J P87-10111 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
(NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ P87-10140 06
FUEL CONSUMPTION
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
FUEL SYSTEMS
SA EXTERNAL TANK
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87_5] P87-10085 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES




NASA CONFIRMS CURRENT STATUS OF THE MARS
OBSERVER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-321 P87-10032 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-117[ P87-10117 06
A-15
FUNGI
NASA SELECTS SMALL SUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE_7-181] P87-10181 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87.10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DEUVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS Ill CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO 1=87-10220 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, O. C.
1=87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DEUVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH.
FLORIDA P87- T0226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
FUNGI
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75] P87-10075 06
FURNACE SYSTEMS
S AUTOMATED DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION
FURN.
F404 ENGINE
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[ NASA RELEASE-87-113] P87-10113 06
G
GALACTIC EVOLUTION
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE_7-21 [ P87-I0021 06
GALACTIC RADIATION
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR





MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-B7-10) P87-10010 06
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51 ] P87-10051 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE_7-158] P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACEIAEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS FREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. I)87-10234 05
GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60) P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87_7] P87-10067 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE_7-157] P87-10157 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
SA GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOOUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87_O] P87-10060 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87*185) P87-10185 06
GAMMA RAY TELESCOPES
SA GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157] P87-10157 06
GAMMA RAYS
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137) 1='87-10137 06
GARRETT CORP.
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION










GENERAL ACCOUNT. OFF., WASHINGTON, D.C.
ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ON GAO/SRM
CONTRACTOR SELECTION REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-166) P87-10166 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
NATIONAL AERO*SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-150) P87-10150 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SPACE SYST. DtV., CALIF.
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156) P87-10156 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR, SAN DIEGO, CA.
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-87-55J 1:=87-10055 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BCX)STER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138) P87-10138 06
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, 0. C. P87.102"33 05
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
[NASA RELEASE-87.29) P87.10029 06
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., VALLEY FORGE, PA.
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177) 1:)87-10177 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187] P87-10187 06
SUBJECT INDEX
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
S ALLISON DIV., GM CORP., INDIANAPOLIS
GENETICS
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA _ =LEASE-87-7) P87-10007 06
GENOVA U,_IIV., ITALY
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46] P87-10046 06
GEOCHEMISTRY
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TiME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175) P87-10175 06
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, g.s.
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE






NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149) P87-10149 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1




SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94) P87-10094 06
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. SAT.









SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40) P87-t0040 06
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34] P87-10034 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
GEOTAIL MISSION/JAPAN/
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22) P87-10022 06
GERMAN AERO, REB. AND EXPER. ESTAB.
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-1014g 06
GERMAN SATELLITES
S ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
GINGA SATELLITE
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67) P87-10067 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
{NASA RELEASE-87-185] P87-10185 06
GLACIOLOGY
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT




NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ PB7-10095 06
GLOBAL GEOSPACE SCIENCE PROGRAM/NASA/
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22[ P87-10022 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




[NASA RELEASE-87-128[ P87-10128 06
GLOBAL TROPOSPHERIC EXPERIMENT
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
GLOBESAT, INC., LOGAN, UTAH
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-1641 P87-10164 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GREENBELT, MD.
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-87-1} P87-10001 06
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-874[ P87-10004 06
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE_7-8] P87-10008 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAh, WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17[ P87-10017 06
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-18[ P87-10018 06
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
(NASA RELEASE-87-20} P87-10020 06
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
INASA RELEASE-87-29[ P87-10029 06
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
(NASA RELEASE-87-35] P87-10035 06
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-B7-39[ P87-10039 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-451 P87-10045 06
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
[NASA RELEASE-87-531 P87-10053 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE_7-59] P87-I0059 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60 P87-10060 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-65[ 1°87-10065 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66 P87-10066 06
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-70 P87-10070 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71 P87-10071 06
ATLAS/CENTAUR_7 ACCIDENT BOARD
ANNOUNCES FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-87-72 P87-10072 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78[ 1°87-10078 06
NASA/GODDARD TO HOST SATELLITE SERVICING
WORKSHOP
[NASA RELEASE-87_2] P87-10082 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ t:)87-10094 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
(NASA RELEASE-87-99[ P87-10099 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ P87-10110 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121[ P87-10121 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-128[ P87-10128 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1541 P87-10154 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
INASA RELEASE-87-157J P87-10157 06
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE-87-163[ P87-10163 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176[ P87-10176 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ 1:)87-10185 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187[ P87-10187 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO NASA
EMPLOYEES P87-10203 05







NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
GOES-H
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ 1:)87-10014 06
GOES-I
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
GOES-J
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ 1:)87-10156 06
GOES-K
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ 1=87-10156 06
GOES4
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
GOES-7
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
INASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
GUATEMALA
GOLDSTONE TRACKING STATION, CALIF.
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE_7-9] P87-10009 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87-10105 06
GRASSLANDS
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE_7-57] P87-10057 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST





S EYE OF JUPITER
GREENLAND
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
GROOVES
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
GROUND STATIONS
SA ALICE SPRINGS GROUND STATION.
AUSTRALIA
SA TOULOUSE GROUND STATION, FRANCE
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
[NASA RELEASE_7-29] P87-10029 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE_7_)O] P87-10060 06
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SA TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ t:>87-10013 06
GROUND TESTS
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88[ P87-10088 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128[ P87-10128 06
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CONP,
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113[ P87-10113 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE_7-177] P87-10177 06
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BETHPAGE, N.Y.
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ 1:)87-10110 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176} P87-10176 06
GRUMMAN DATA SYSTEM CORP. N.Y.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
[NASA RELEASE_7-52[ 1:>87-10052 06
GSFC
S GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR, GREENBELT,
MD
GUATEMALA
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA




FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73J P87-10073 06
GULTON DATA SYSTEMS DIV., N.M.
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156{ P87-10156 06
H
HAHNEMANN UNIV, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
FUEL*SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73J P87-10073 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164{ P87-10164 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
HAMPTON INSTITUTE, VA.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
HARRIS, INC.
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
[ NASA RELEASE-87-29] P87-10029 06
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL BOSTON, MASS.
NASA SELECTS LIFE ,SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54{ P87-10054 06
HARVARD UNIV., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-201 P87-10020 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-661 P87-10066 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[ NASA RELEASE-87-114 ] P87-10114 06
HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC CO.
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124{ P87-10124 06
HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
{NASA RELEASE-87-1241 P87-10124 06
HAZARDS
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
[NASA RELEASE-87-97} P87-10097 06
HBCU
S BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142} P87-10142 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-181} P87-10181 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C.
I)87-10216 05
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1='87-10233 05
HEAT EXCHANGERS
SPACE SHUTrLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE-87-153} P87-10153 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTrLE ENGINE
[NASA RELEASE-87-173{ P87-10173 06
HEAT PIPES
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164} 1=87-10164 06
HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119} P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-(:; STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127{ P87-10127 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-159} P87-10159 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
HELICOPTERS
SA RSRA /ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
AIRCRAFT/
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21] 1='87-10021 06
HELIOPAUSE
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77} 1:'87-10077 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-87-123{ P87-10123 06
HELIOSPHERE
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77} P87-10077 06
HERCULES AEROSPACE CO., SALT LAKE CITY
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47{ P87-10047 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-90] P87-10090 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120} P87-10120 06
HIGH ALPHA PROGRAM
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-371 P87-10037 06
HIGH SPEED PHOTOMETERS
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35J P87-10035 06
HIGH SPEED PROCESSOR-2/SUPERCOMPUTER/
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21} P87-10021 06
HISTORICAL ARTIFACTS
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-102[ P87-10102 06
HONEYWELL INC., FLA.
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-1561 P87-10156 06
HONEYWELL INC.
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-87-78{ P87-10078 06
HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING VEHICLES
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-1291 P87-10129 06
HOTL VEHICLES
S HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING
VEHICLES
HOUSTON UNIV. TEX.
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-87-1151 P87-10115 06
SUBJECT INDEX
HOWARD UNIV., WASHINGTON, D.C.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
HUBBLF SPACE TELL. AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS GR.
SPAL. _ TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[ NASA ,-,E.LEASE-87-122 [ P87-10122 06
HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35J P87-10035 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-10111 06
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-122{ P87-10122 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154{ P87-10154 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158{ P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY; FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
HUGH L DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF.
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14{ P87-10014 06
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., TORRANCE, CALIF.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164{ P87-10164 06
HUGHES SPACE AND COMMUN. GROUP, CALIF.
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA




NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
INASA RELEASE-87-5] P87-10005 06
HYDROLOGY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
INASA RELEASE-87-15{ P87-10015 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
I NASA RELEASE-87-21} P87-10021 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149{ P87-10149 06
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA X-30 AIRCRAFT
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
iNASA RELEASE-87-7} P87-10007 06
HYPEBSONICS
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21{ P87-I0021 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-t0111 06
A-18
SUBJECT INDEX
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129] P87-10129 06
I
IBM
S INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.
IBM FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-155] P87-10155 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
IDS EXOBIOLOGY
S INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST FOR
EXOBIOLOGY
IGNITION
S SOLID PROPELLANT IGNITION
ILC SPACE SYSTEMS
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177} P87-10177 06
ILEX GROUP
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[NASA RELEASE-87-11 I P87-10011 06
ILLIAC COMPUTERS
S ILLIAC 4 COMPUTER
ILLIAC 4 COMPUTER
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 1:)87-10200 05
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS
{NASA RELEASE-87-102} P87-10102 06
IMP
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77} P87-10077 06
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113] P87-10113 06
INDONESIA
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA




PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8] P87-10008 06
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19] P87-10019 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
{NASA RELEASE-87-50] 1:)87-10050 06
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-87-55{ P87-10055 06
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-631 P87-10063 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
{NASA RELEASE-87-89] P87-10089 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
{NASA RELEASE-87-t01 { P07-1010t 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
{NASA RELEASE-87-104] P87-10104 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115] P87-10115 06
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124] P87-10124 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137] P87-10137 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-165] P87-10165 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-t0218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE TECH EXPER.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-B7-164} P87-10164 06
INFORMATION EXCHANGE
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-87-91] P87-10091 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NASA RECEPTION; NASA EXHIBIT; PARIS
AIR SHOW; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10215 05
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
{NASA RELEASE-87-70} P87-10070 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[ NASA RELEASE-87-891 P87-10059 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-91 [ P87-10091 06
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-87-142] P87-10142 06
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SA TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYS.
SHU']-ILE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26} P87-10026 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
{NASA RELEASE-87-110] P87-10110 06
EXCERPTS PROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM 37; ATLANTA. GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
INFRARED ASTRONOMY
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-87-67] P87-10067 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157} P87-10157 06
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
{NASA RELEASE-87-162] P87-10162 06
INTERAGENCY COOPERATION
INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
INASA RELEASE-87-74] P87-10074 06
INFRARED COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHU'N'LE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144} P87-10144 06
INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
{NASA RELEASE-87-156] P87-10156 06
INFRARED SCANNER
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134} P87-10134 06
INFRARED SPECTROMETER
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162} P87-10162 06
INFRARED TELESCOPES
S SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INSECTS
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTFLE
INASA RELEASE-87-57] P87-10057 06
INST. FOR SPACE/ASTRONAUTICAL SCI., JAP.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISStONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-22} P87-10022 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
INSTITUTE DE PESQUISAS EXPACIAIS, BRAZIL
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94] P87-10094 06
INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE SCIENCES
S AMERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND
ASTRONAUTICS
INSTRUMENT PACKAGES
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS




NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-111 } P87-10111 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING




NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3] P87-10003 06
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7] P87-10007 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40] 1='87-10040 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
NASA RELEASE-87-76] P87-10076 06
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
NASA RELEASE-87-92] P87-10092 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
NASA RELEASE-87-101 } P87-10101 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
' NASA RELEASE-87-114 { P87-10114 06
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
NASA RELEASE-87-1181 P87-t0118 06
A-19
INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST FOR EXOBIOLOGY
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119[ P87-10119 06
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124[ P87-10124 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127[ P87-10127 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133[ P87-10133 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134 P87-10134 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-147 P87-10147 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1,50 P87-10150 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[ NASA RELEASE-87-152 P87-10152 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156 P87-10156 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-159 P87-10159 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
INTERDISCIPBNARY SCIENTIST FOR EXOBIOLOGY
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION




MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHUTrLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87..6[ P87-10006 06
U,S,-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182[ P87-10182 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL FEDERATION
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;




[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP,
SA IBM FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87_o2} P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SO--ARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-107[ P87-10107 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT




NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13} P87-10013 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14 P87-10014 06
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17 P87-10017 06
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22 P87-10022 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 P87-10041 06
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46 P87-10046 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50 P87-10050 06
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51[ P87-10051 06
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTrLE
NASA RELEASE-87-57[ P87-10057 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
NASA RELEASE-87-65[ P87.10065 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
NASA RELEASE-87*66[ P87-10066 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
NASA RELEASE-87-101} P87-10101 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-87-110[ P87-10110 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
NASA RELEASE-87-114} P87-10114 06
U.S, AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132] P87-10132 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137} P87-10137 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146} P87-10146 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-10149 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157} P87-10157 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE.87-158] P87-10158 06
U.S-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182] P87-10182 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
SUBJECT INDEX
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C P87-10199 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D, C. P87-1022t 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87.10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
COMMENCEMENT; ROLLA, MISSOURI
P87-10235 05
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95} P87-10095 06
INTERNATIONAL GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
S GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL SAT. CLOUD CLIMATOLOGY PROJ.
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS






S INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
S ISEE-3
S IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
S PALAPA-B
S ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR MISSION
S ULYSSES MISSION
INTERNATIONAL SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL PHY. PROG.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22[ P87-10022 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
S lUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS






PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
INTERSTELLAR GAS
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77[ P87-10077 06
INTL SAT. LAND SURFACE CLIMATOLOGY PROJ.
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
INVESTIGATION BOARDS
S ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION BOARD
S ATLAS CENTAUR 68 INVESTIGATION BOARD
IO
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
(NASA RELEASE-87-123) P87-10123 06
IONIZED GASES
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM




ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE_7-57] P87-10057 06
ISCCP
S INTERNATIONAL SAT. CLOUD CLIMATOLOGY
PRO J.









TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
ISEE-2
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
I NASA RELEASE-87-137 [ P87-10137 06
ISEE-3
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
ISLSCP
S INTL. SAT. LAND SURFACE CLIMATOLOGY
PROJ.
ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING EXPERIMENT
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTi'LE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144] P87-10144 06
ISRAEL AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES, LTD.
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE_7-57] I:>87-10057 06
ISRAEL SPACE AGENCY
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHU1-TLE
(NASA RELEASE-87-57] P87-10057 06
ITALY
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
INASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149] 1:)87-10149 06
IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20] P87-10020 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ P87-10059 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60_ P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CiTY CLUB; WASHINGTON. D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
J
JAPAN




NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF.
SA CENTER FOR SPACE MICROELECTRONICS
TECH,
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-9} P87-10009 06
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10J P87-10010 06
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15_ P87-10015 06
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-18[ P87-10018 06
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31[ P87-10031 06
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38[ P87-10038 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 [ P87-10041 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-441 1:>87-10044 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-87-48] P87-10048 06
JPL SELECTS VIRGINIA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-49[ P87-10049 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-10054 06
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-631 P87-10063 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
(NASA RELEASE-87-64[ P87-10064 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-651 P87-10065 06
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77[ P87-10077 06
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S, DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-102[ P87-10102 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87-10105 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
NASA RELEASE-87-123[ P87-10123 06
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
NASA RELEASE-87-143[ P87-10143 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-I0149 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRAUA AND NEW ZEALAND
NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHEStS THEORY
'NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FULL.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35[ P87-10035 06
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-122[ P87-10122 06
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
SA MISSION CONTROL CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8 P87-10008 06
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
NASA RELEASE-87-10 P87-10010 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-87-42 P87-10042 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-87-44 P87-I0044 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
NASA RELEASE-8745 P87-10045 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE*87-54 P87-10054 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58 P87-10058 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65 P87-10065 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71[ P87-10071 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85 P87-10085 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88 P87-10088 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-93 1:>87-10093 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-1071 P87-10107 06
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-tO9J P87-10109 06
A-21
JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110] P87-10110 08
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHU1-rLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-117] P87-10117 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE_7-138J P87-10138 0E;
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148[ P87-10148 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-155] P87-10155 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-169[ P87-10169 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1871 P87-10187 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEA[X_UARTERS P87-10191 05
JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
SA NOZZLE JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
TEST
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-28[ P87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33J P87-10033 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
[NASA RELEASE-87-167[ P87-10167 06
JOINTS/JUNCTIONS/
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
INDERSTANDING
NASA RELEASE-87-19[ P87-10019 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
NASA RELEASE-87-28[ P87-10028 06
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
INASA RELEASE-87-?91 P87-10079 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
NASA RELEASE-87-81[ P87-10081 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
NASA RELEASE-87-125J P87-10125 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
'NASA RELEASE-87-t69J P87-10169 06
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
NASA RELEASE-87-171[ P87-10171 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTFLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
NASA RELEASE-87-183] P87-10183 06
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-181 1:>87-10018 06
JSC
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
JUPITER/PLANET/
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-1231 P87-10123 06
JUPITER EXPLORATION
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES





S KONZA PRAIRIE, KANSAS
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-6] P87-10006 06
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8[ P87-10008 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26[ P87-10026 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40] P87-10040 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45] P87-10045 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87..61[ P87-10061 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASERS7-65 P87-10065 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71 P87-10071 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85 P87-I0085 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110 P87-10110 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112 P87-10112 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138 P87-10138 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-151 P87-10151 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-169 P87-10169 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
[NASA RELEASE-87-1731 P87-10173 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTFLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
I NASA RELEASE*87-190] PB7-10190 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO NASA
EMPLOYEES P87-10203 05
KONZA PRAIRIE, KANSAS
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
KSC





L B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
L'GARDE, iNC., CALIF.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNiVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES




LABORATORY FOR BIOCNEM., ZURICH, SWIT'L
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ P87-10140 06
LAND USE
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
LANDING AREAS
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[NASA RELEASE-ST-6) P87-10006 06
WHITE SANDS TO BE ALTERNATE LANDING SITE
FOR SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-189] P87-10189 06
LANDING OPERATIONS
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88[ P87-10088 06
LANDING VEHICLES
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION





NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
LANDSAT I
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
OELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH', WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
LANDSAT 4
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
LANDSAT 5
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
SA AIRCRAFT LANDING DYNAMICS FACILITY,
LARC
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
NASA RELEASE-87-5] P87-10005 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43 P87-10043 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45 P87-10045 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65 P87-10065 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66 P87-10066 06
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
{NASA RELEASE-87-73 P87-10073 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85 P87-10085 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
NASA RELEASE-67-10! P87-10101 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
NASA RELEASE-87-111 P87-10111 06
A-22
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87*133[ P87-10133 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138J P87-10138 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ P87-10140 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145] P87-10145 06
LARC
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65[ P87-10065 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
LAS CAMPANAS OBSERVATORIES, CHILE
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
LASERS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
LAUNCH DATES
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-87-2J P87-10002 06
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-B7-4J P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE_7-28] P87-10028 06
NASA CONFIRMS CURRENT STATUS OF THE MARS
OBSERVER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-32[ P87-10032 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33] P87-10033 06
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34] P87-10034 06
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35[ P87-10035 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
INASA RELEASE-87-40] P87-10040 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-87-44[ P87-10044 06
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51[ P87-10051 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61J P87-10061 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-87-80[ P87-10080 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128[ P87-10128 06
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE*87-132[ P87-10132 06
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161[ P87-10161 06
LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61[ P87-10061 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71[ P87-10071 06
ATLAS/CENTAUR-67 ACCIDENT BOARD
ANNOUNCES FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-87-72[ P87-10072 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P87-10154 06
LAUNCH PADS
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
[NASA RELEASE-87-97] P87-10097 06
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119[ P87-10t19 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127[ P87-10127 06
LAUNCH SCHEDULES
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
INASA RELEASE-87-30[ P87-10030 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-87-80] P87-10080 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-151[ P87-1015t 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE-87-153[ P87-10153 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158[ P87-I0158 06
LAUNCH SERVICES
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
INASA RELEASE-87-761 P87-10076 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-87-147] P87-10147 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA PB7-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
LAUNCH SITES
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAh. WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
LAUNCH SUPPORT SERVICES
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26[ P87-10026 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-87-65[ P87-10065 06
LES
LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA SHUTTLE DERIVED LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA SHUTTLE-C
SA SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
SA TITAN 3
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
LEADERSHIP
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10199 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTOH, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
INASA RELEASE-87-169] P87-10169 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
INASA RELEASE-87-173[ P87-10173 06
LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
(NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134[ P87-10134 06
LERC
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
LIES
S LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM
A-23
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8[ P87-10008 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ 1°87-10037 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40J P87-10040 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45] P87-10045 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-65[ P87-10065 06
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73[ P87-10073 06
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-87-86] P87-10086 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110 P87-10110 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111 P87-I0111 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112 PB7-I0112 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113 P87-10113 06
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124 P87-10124 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187 P87-10187 06
LICHENS
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75[ P87-10075 06
UFE (DURABIMlrY)
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES





NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
NASA RELEASE-87-57[ P87-10057 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
NASA RELEASE-87-115] P87-10115 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
NASA RELEASE-87-146[ P87-10146 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10217 05
UFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-85[ I:)87-10065 06
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141[ P87-10141 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10217 05
LIFE SYSTEMS, INC.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES






[NASA RELEASE-87-72[ P87-10072 06
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
[NASA RELEASE-87-97] P87-10097 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
LINCOM CORP., HOUSTON, TEX.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
LIQUID BOOST MODULE
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87,-47[ P87-10047 06
LIQUID FUELED ROCKET BOOSTERS
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85] P87-10085 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-87-138[ P87-10138 06
LIQUID HYDROGEN-2 TANK/SPACE SHUTTLE/
S EXTERNAL TANK
LIQUID OXYGEN
SPACE SHUTrLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE.87-153[ P87-10153 06
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SA LIQUID FUELED ROCKET BOOSTERS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR





INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13] P87-I0013 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
LOCKHEED CORP., BURBANK, CALIF.
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73J P87-10073 06
LOCKHEED ENGINEERING AND MGT. SER., TEX.
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42[ P87-10042 06
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ 1:)87-10068 06
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., CALIF.
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35[ P87-10035 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-107[ P87o10107 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176] P87-10176 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABS., CAUF.
NAS. m' "O CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRA! I,'kAND NEW ZEALAND
{NASA R_" F-.ASE-87-157] P87-10157 06
LOCKHEED SPACE FLIGHT CO., HOUSTON
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-107[ P87-10107 06
LOCKHEED SPACE OPERATIONS, FLA.
SHUI-rLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26[ P87-10026 06
LOCKHEED SPACE SCI. LAB., PALO ALTO, CA.
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185] P87-10185 06
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA CO.
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73] P87-10073 06
LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
LOS ANGELES CO. FIRE DEPT., CALIF.
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43[ P87-10043 06
LOUISIANA STATE UNIV.
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
{NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
LOWELL OBSERVATORY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE




NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36[ P87-10036 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
LUNAR COLONIZ.&TION
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
LUNAR EXPLORATION
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
{NASA RELEASE-87-87 ] P87-10087 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. 1:)87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
LUNAR LANDING
SA LANDING VEHICLES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. I:>87-10199 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS I)87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS






NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87-10105 06
MAGELLAN MISSION
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-15B] P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
1='87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY 1::'87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
MAGELLANIC CLOUDS
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20[ P87-10020 06
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 I P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64J P87-10064 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASED87-185} P87-10185 06
MAGNETIC FIELDS
S INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
S SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
MAGNETIC STORMS
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
MAGNETOSPHERE
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22J P87-10022 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
{NASA RELEASE-87-137} P87-10137 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
MALAYSIA
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
{NASA RELEASE-87-34 } P87-10034 06
MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT




STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
S TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYS,
MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP/NASA/
S NASA MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP
MANNED FLIGHT MISSION CONTROL CENTER
S MISSION CONTROL CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
MANNED MARS MISSIONS
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44[ P87-10044 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87} P87-10087 06
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SA APOLLO PROJECT
SA LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10198 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C_
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS Ill CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TIEX,
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
MANPOWER
S PERSONNEL
MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63} 1:>87-10063 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
MARINER SPACE PROBES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
MARS ATMOSPHERE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
MARS CONFERENCE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
MARS EXPLORATION
SA MANNED MARS MISSIONS
SA MARS OBSERVER MISSION
SA MARS SAMPLE RETURN MISSION
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36} P87-10036 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-87-48[ P87-I0048 06
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
{NASA RELEASE-87-75[ P87-10075 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
{NASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. 1:'87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
MARS GEOSCIENCE/CLIMATOLOGY ORBITER
S MARS OBSERVER MISSION
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,ALA.
MARS LANDING
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44[ P87-10044 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10199 05
MARS OBSERVER MISSION
NASA CONFIRMS CURRENT STATUS OF THE MARS
OBSERVER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-32[ P87-10032 06
MARS SAMPLE RETURN MISSION
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44{ 1:'87-10044 06
MARS SURFACE
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21} P87-10021 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-48[ P87-10048 06
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8} P87-10008 06
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19 P87-10019 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-28 P87-10028 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
{NASA RELEASE-87-45 P87-10045 06
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46 P87-10046 06
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47 P87-10047 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65 P87-10065 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
NASA RELEASE-87-81 P87-10081 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-87-85 P87-10085 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-87-90 P87-10090 06
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
NASA RELEASE-87-93 1:>87-10093 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
'NASA RELEASE-87-106[ P87-10106 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ P87-10110 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ 1:)87-10112 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120[ P87-10120 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-125[ P87-10125 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127[ P87-10127 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130} P87-10130 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138} P87-10138 06
A-25
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
NASA RELEASE-87-141 P87-10141 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
NASA RELEASE-87-157 P87-10157 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[INASA RELEASE-87-159 P87-10159 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-169 P87-10169 06
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-171 P87-10171 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE_87-177 P87-10177 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
NASA RELEASE-87-178 P87-10178 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER ENGINES
NASA RELEASE-87-179 P87-10179 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
NASA RELEASE-87-185 P87-10185 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
NASA RELEASE-87-187 P87-10187 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHU]-TLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-190 P87-10190 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
MARTIN MARIE'IrA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-B7-176[ P87-10176 06
MARTIN MARIE'IrA CORP., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-138[ P87-10138 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE_87-177] P87-10177 06
MARTIN MARIEI-rA MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS, LA.
NASA SELECTS SHUTrLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1591 P87-10159 06
MARTIN MARIETTA MICHOUD, NEW ORLEANS
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87_S[ P87-10068 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1551 P87-10155 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
MARYLAND UNIV.
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-70] P87-10070 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101 ] P87-10101 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164[ 1:)87-10164 06
MATERIALS RESEARCH
SA STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
INASA RELEASE-87-115] P87-10115 06
MAX-PLANCK INST. FOR EXTRATERR. PHYS.
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
MAYA CIVILIZATION
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
INASA RELEASE-87-15] P87-10015 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145J P87-10145 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-1641 P87-10164 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE*87-177] P87-10177 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10233 05
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., CALIF.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62] P87-10062 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187[ P87-10187 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP.
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-87-144] P87-10144 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-165J P87-10165 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO.
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42] P87-10042 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-67-150[ P87-10150 06
MCMURDO BASE, ANTARCTICA
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[ NASA RELEASE*87-114 J P87-10114 06
MEASURING DEVICES
S CALORIMETER





NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17[ P87-10017 06
SUBJECT INDEX
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
SA ME,_, CAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS
SA P_ _GRAMMABLE IMPLANTABLE MEDICATION
SYSTEM
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
MEDICAL RESEARCH
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
NL=W MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87_41J P87-10041 06
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-87-149] P87-10149 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152[ P87-10152 06
U.S.-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182[ P87-10182 06
MEMORIALS
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
MEMORY /COMPUTERS/
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 ] P87-10021 06
MERCURY 7 FOUNDATION
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10198 05
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES








SA NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND*THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:







NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER*COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7] P87-10007 06
METHANE
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ 1:)87-10074 06
MEXICO
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15] 1:>87-10015 06
MICHIGAN UNIV.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ 1:)87-10013 06
A-26
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89] P87-10089 06
MICROBIAL FILTERS
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186] P87-10186 06
MtCROELECTRONIGS
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY




NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136] P87-10136 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S, PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146] P87-10146 06
MICROGRAVlTY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-87-69J P87-10069 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144J P87-10144 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
JNASA RELEASE-87-164J P87-10164 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
MICROORGANISMS
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75] P87-10075 06
MICROWAVE ASTRONOMY
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 I P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64J P87-10064 06
MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38] P87-10038 06
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
(NASA RELEASE-87-143J P87-10143 06
MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-87-1 I P87-10001 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 J P87-10041 06
MID-AMERICA COMMn-TEE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-1291 P87-10129 06
MILITARY ROLE IN SPACE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
MILKY WAY
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20] P87-10020 06
MINISTRY FOR SCIENCE AND TECH., CANADA
U.S.-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
(NASA RELEASE-87-182] P87-10182 06
MINNESOTA MINING AND MFG. CO.
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
JNASA RELEASE-87-144] P87-10144 06
MINNESOTA MINING AND MFG. CO., ST. PAUL
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP




[NASA RELEASE-87-185] P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C, P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10199 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
MIRANDA
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION




SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
(NASA RELEASE-87-1181 P87-10118 06
MISSION CONTROL CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-87-131 ] P87-10131 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148] P87-10148 06
MISSION DURATION
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12] P87-10012 06
NASA ISSUES REPORT ON EXTENDED-DURATION
SPACE SHUFFLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-174J P87-10174 06
MISSION MANAGEMENT TEAM, /SPACE SHUTTLES/
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61 ( P87-10061 06
MISSION OBJECTIVES
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22] P87-10022 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87J P87-10087 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
MISSION OPERATIONS/DATA SYS. DIRECTORATE
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
ENASA RELEASE-87-39J P87-t0039 06
MISSION PLANS
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
INASA RELEASE-87-301 P87-10030 06
NASA CONFIRMS CURRENT STATUS OF THE MARS
OBSERVER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-321 P87-10032 06
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
(NASA RELEASE-87-361 P87-10036 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44] P87-10044 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-10054 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131 ) P87-10131 06
MORTON THIOKOL, INC.
MISSION SPECIALISTS
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2] P87-10002 06
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-84] P87-10084 06
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-931 P87-10093 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-87-139} P87-10139 06
MISSION SUPPORT DIRECTORATE, JSC
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148] P87-10148 06
MISSION TERMINATION
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12] P87-10012 06
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23] P87-10023 06
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY, BAY ST. LOUIS
S NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB, NASA
MISSOURI UNIV.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-87-158] P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-t0228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D C. P87-10234 05
MOBILE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
INASA RELEASE-87-381 P87-10038 06
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-87-143] P87-10143 06
MOBILE SERVICING CENTER /SPACE STATIONS/
U.S.-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182] P87-10162 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS




USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
INASA RELEASE-87-141 ] P87-10141 06
MOJAVE DESERT, CALIF.
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
(NASA RELEASE-87-9] P87-10009 06
MONITORS
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S DOCUMENTS
INASA RELEASE-87-102] P87-10102 06
MOROCCO
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-6] P87-10006 06
MORTON THIOKOL, INC.
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PREUMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19) P87-10019 06
A-27
MORTON THIOKOL, INC., BRIGHAM CITY,
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIE-W
[NASA RELEASE-87-28] 1:)87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33] P87-I0033 06
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-47] P87-I0047 06
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-79] P87-I0079 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-81( P87-10081 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-90] P87-10090 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[ NASA RELEASE-87-125} P87-10125 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128( P87-10128 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-87-136( P87-10136 06
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
(NASA RELEASE-87-163( P87-10163 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
[NASA RELEASE-87-187( P87-10167 06
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-171( P87-10171 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-178( P87-10178 06
MORTON THIOKOL, INC., BRIGHAM CITY, UTAH
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120] P87-10120 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-189] P87-10169 06
MOTOR VEHICLES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
MOTOROLA, IN(:.
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78( P87-10078 06
MOUNTAIN OPTECH INC., COLORADO
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78} P87-10078 06
MOUNTAINS
S SAN GABRIEL MOUNTAINS, CALIF.
MSAT-X
S MOBILE SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT
S MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MSFC
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, AIA.
MULTIMI_51ON I_00¢tLAR SPACECRAFr
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78( P87-10078 06
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134} P87-10134 06
N
NACA
S NATIONAL ADV. COMM. FOR AERONAUTICS
S NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
UTAH
NASA ADVISORY COUNCIL
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-30} P87-10030 06
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE_7-36] P87-10036 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184( P87-10184 06
NASA DATA LINK MODULE
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78] P87-10078 06
NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
S EXCELLENCE AWARD, NASA
NASA HIGH ALPHA PROGRAM
S HIGH ALPHA PROGRAM
NASA MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24( P87-10024 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99( P87-10099 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE: NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
NASA SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-91] P87-I0091 06
NASA TECH BRIEFS
NASA 'RISLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5( P87-10005 06
NA_3OM
S NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NASTRAN
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87°10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22( P87-10022 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44( P87-10044 06
NATIONAL ADV. COMM. FOR AERONAUTICS
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-t0229 05
SUBJECT INDEX
NATIONAL AERON. AND SPACE ADMIN.
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD,
CA.
S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF.
S EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION, NASA
S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
S FACILITIES
S GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GREENBELT,
MD.
S HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
S JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
S NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
S NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
S OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION, NASA
S OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
TECHNOLOGY
S OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
S OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
S OFFICE OF EXPLORATION, NASA
S OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
S OFFICE OF SAFETY, RELIAB. AND QUAL
ASSUR
S OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
S OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS
S OFFICE OF SPACE STATION
S OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
S OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SCIENTIST
S OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER
S SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION DIVISION, NASA
S STRATEGIC PLANNING COUNCIL, NASA




NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129( P87-10129 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-150( P87-10150 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-87-184} P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER. NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-I0226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM, WASH., D.C.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99} P87-10099 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121 } P87-10121 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIRST SPACE LIFE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
RECEPTION; NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10217 05
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133| P87-10133 06
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORD SERVICE
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-102| P87-10102 06
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOS. RESEARCH, NSF
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114] P87-10114 06
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON SPACE
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36| P87-10036 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. 1>87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D C
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87=10230 05
NATIONAL FULL-SCALE AERODYNAMIC COMPLEX
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
{NASA RELEASE-87-98| P87-I0098 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-180| P87-10180 06
NATIONAL INST. OF HEALTH, BETHESDA, MO.
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE_7-27] P87-10027 06
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
INASA RELEASE-87-17[ P87-10017 06
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[ NASA RE LEASE-87-38 ] P87-10038 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE_7-95] P87-10095 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99] P87-10099 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101 } P87-10101 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
{NASA RELEASE-87-114] P87-10114 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156} P87-10156 06
NATIONAL OZONE EXPEDITION
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114} P87-10114 06
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
S PARK SERVICE, U.S.
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C P87-10194 05
NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY, VA.
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65| P87-10065 06
NASA RESPONDS TO REPORT BY NRC COMMITTEE
ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-135] P87-10135 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13] P87-10013 06
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE-87-27| P87-10027 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101| P87-10101 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114] P87-10114 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOC.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136} P87-10136 06
NATIONAL SECURITY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
{NASA RELEASE-87-50| P87-10050 06
NAVY, U.S.
NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL ASSOC.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES_
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
NATIONAL SPACE CLUB
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, Q
C P87-10199 05
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE_I7-136] P87-10136 06
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26| P87-10026 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130| P87-10130 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134| P87-10134 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
INASA RELEASE-87-153J P87-10153 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
[NASA RELEASE-87-173] P87-10173 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER ENGINES
[NASA RELEASE-87-179| P87-10179 06
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186| P87-10186 06
NATIONAL TRANSONIC FACILITY
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION







PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74| P87-10074 06
NAVAL OBSERVATORY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74| P87-10074 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE_7-105J P87-10105 06
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13] P87-10013 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99| 1:387-10099 06
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-103] P87-10103 06
NAVAL SPACE COMMAND, DAHLGREN, VA.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45} P87-10045 06
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIF.
SHUTTLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
INASA RELEASE-87-170} P87-10170 06
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 ] P87-10021 06
NAVY, U.S.
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
{NASA RELEASE-87-40} P87-10040 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129} P87-10129 06
A-29
NDLM SYSTEM
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-150] P87-10150 06
NDLM SYSTEM
S NASA DATA LINK MODULE
NEPTUNE/PLANET/
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87_o4[ P87-10064 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE_7-123] P87-10123 06
NETHERLANDS
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-1371 P87-10137 06
NEVADA UNIV.
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE_87-101 ] PB7-t0101 06
NEW HAMPSHIRE UNIV., DURHAM
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
]NASA RELEASE_7-18] P87-10018 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
NEW MEXICO
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
{NASA RELEASE-87-291 P87-10029 06
NEW YORK UNIV.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-10054 06
NEW ZEALAND
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[ NASA RELEASE_]7-114 ] P87-10114 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162] P87-10162 06
NEWS MEDIA
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
NIKE BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKET
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT




SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
{NASA RELEASE-87-114 ] P87-t0114 06
NJES TEST
S NOZZLE JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
TEST
NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
INASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
NOISE REDUCTION RESEARCH
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-731 P87-10073 06
NORTH AMER. AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS, CALIF.
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[ NASA RELEASE_7-150 ] P87-10150 06
NORTH CAROLINA
S RALEIGH, N.C_
NORTH CAROMNA A. AND T. STATE UNIV.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
NORTHRUP SERVICES, INC., HOUSTON
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42[ P87-10042 06
NOZE-1
S NATIONAL OZONE EXPEDITION
NOZZLE JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR TEST
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUFFLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
{NASA RELEASE-87-79[ P87-10079 06
NOZZLES
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33[ P87-10033 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-81[ P87-10081 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-151[ P87-10151 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-190] P87-10190 06
NRC
S NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NSIA




[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-101B5 06
NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION SYS, ARC
NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-7[ P87-10007 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 ] P87-10021 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111[ P87-1011t 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-180[ P87-10180 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA P87-10200 05
NYU
S NEW YORK UNIV.
O
O RING SEALS
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHU]-rLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
[ NASA RELEASE-87-79[ P87-10079 06
FULL-SIZE SHU1-TLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-81 ] P87-10081 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
I NASA RELEASE-87-81 ] P87-I0081 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-125[ P87-10125 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
INASA RELEASE-87-167J 1:)87-10167 06
DANg, HAWAII
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
INASA RELEASE-87-124] 1:>87-10124 06
DAD CORP., BELTSVILLE, MD.
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
INASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
SUBJECT INDEX
OBSERVATORIES
S GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
S LOWELL OBSERVATORY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ
S NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY,
VA.
S NAVAL OBSERVATORY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
S PARKES RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY,
AUST.
S SMITHSONtAN ASTROPHYS. OBS. BOSTON,
MASS
OCEAN BOTTOM
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175[ P87-10175 06
OCEAN CURRENTS
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41] P87-10041 06
OCEAN SURFACE
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 ] P87-10041 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D. C P87-10221 05
OCEANOGRAPHY
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-I0149 06
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION, NASA
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHU'CTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
INASA RELEASE-87-6[ P87-10006 06
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
(NASA RELEASE-87-83[ P87-10083 06
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-87-86[ P87-10086 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-1451 P87-10145 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164[ P87-10t64 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-16] P87-10016 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115[ P87-10115 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145[ P87-10145 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145[ P87-10145 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-160J P87-10160 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
INASA RELEASE-87-1651 P87-10165 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-87-181 ] P87-t0181 06
A-30
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184( P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[NASA RELEASE-87-11 I P87-10011 06
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-56 } P87-10056 06
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-1421 P87-10142 06
OFFICE OF EXPLORATION, NASA
NASA ESTABUSHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
{NASA RELEASE-87-87 ] P87-10087 06
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
iNASA RELEASE-87-109( P87-10109 06
STATEMENT BY DR, JAMES C FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D, C. P87-10234 05
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-87-21 P87-10002 06
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
INASA RELEASE-87-11 } P87-10011 06
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-961 P87-10096 06
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
{NASA RELEASE-87-1161 P87-10116 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-87-144( PB7-10144 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
{NASA RELEASE-87-154} P87-10154 06
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
{NASA RELEASE-87-241 P87-10024 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-501 P87-10050 06
OFFICE OF SAFETY, RELIAB. AND QUAL ASSUR.
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
{NASA RELEASE-87-91 I P87-10091 06
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
{NASA RELEASE-87-106( P87-10106 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112( P87-10112 06
STATEMENT OF DR, JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10212 05
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24( P87-10024 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
{NASA RELEASE-87-50( P87-10050 06
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10( P87-10010 06
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
{NASA RELEASE-87-26( P87-10026 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71) P87-10071 06
ATLAS/CENTAUR-67 ACCIDENT BOARD
ANNOUNCES FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-87-72( P87-10072 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-B7-100( P87-10100 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112( P87-10112 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126( P87-10126 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144( P87-10144 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
(NASA RELEASE-87-145( P87-10145 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
(NASA RELEASE_7-168] P87-10168 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67) P87-10067 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78[ P87-10078 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184{ P87-10184 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 P87-10003 06
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10( P87-10010 06
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17 P87-10017 06
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-18 P87-10018 06
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE-87-27 P87-10027 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-B7-54 P87-10054 06
iSRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
iNASA RELEASE-87-57 P87-10057 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
INASA RELEASE-87-66 P87-10066 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-87-67 P87-10067 06
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
INASA RELEASE-87-74 P87-10074 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-87-871 P87-10087 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
INASA RELEASE-67-99} P87-10099 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-87-123( P87-10123 06
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-B7-143( P87-10143 06
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144] P87-10144 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157] P87-10157 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185] P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT. MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
OFFICE OF SPACE STATION
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
{NASA RELEASE-87-8} P87-t0008 06
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
(NASA RELEASE-87-27( P87-10027 06
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-97-1031 P87-10103 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-1761 P87-10176 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR [POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24( P87-10024 06
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
{NASA RELEASE-87-10( P87-10010 06
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24{ P87-10024 06
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26] P87-10026 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-41 ] P87-10041 06
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[ NASA RELEASE-87-471 1:)87-10047 06
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51 ] P87-10051 06
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
[NASA RELEASE-87-53( P87-10053 06
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-56) P87-10056 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61( P87-10061 06
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
{NASA RELEASE-87-62} P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-B7-681 P87-10068 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-691 P87-10069 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76( P87-10076 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTFLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-87-80} P87-10080 06
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
{NASA RELEASE-87-83( P87-10083 06
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-84} P87-10084 06
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
{NASA RELEASE-87-86( P87-10086 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87( P87-10087 06
A-31
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SCIENTIST
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-96[ P87-10096 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99[ P87-I0099 06
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-108[ P87-t0t08 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ 1=87-10112 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121[ P87-10121 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ON GAO/SRM
CONTRACTOR SELECTION REPORT
[NASA RELEASE*87-166[ P87-10166 06
U.S.*CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182] P87-10182 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REV1LL_N
[NASA RELEASE-87-184] P87-10184 06
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-188[ P87-10188 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SCIENTIST
HtNNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121[ P87-10121 06
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
[NASA RELEASE-87-53[ P87-10053 06
OKLAHOMA UNIV.
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P87-10154 06
OORT'S CLOUD
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE_7-103] P87-10103 06
ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176[ P87-10176 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
ORBITAL POSITION
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
ORBITAL SERVICING
NASA/GOODARD TO HOST SATELLITE SERVICING
WORKSHOP
[NASA RELEASE-87-82[ P87-10082 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176] I)87-10176 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST















S SUN SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
S SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
OREGON GRADUATE CENTER
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
ORGANIZATION CHANGE
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
{ NASA RELEASE-87-11[ P87-10011 06
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES.
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10216 05
ORLON SOUNDING ROCKET
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
[NASA RELEASE-87-97[ P87-10097 06
OSHKOSH, WIS.
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-10111 06
OUT-OF-THE-ECLIPTIC MISSION
S ULYSSES MISSION
OUTDOOR AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH FACILITY
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS






SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ 1:)87-10114 06
P
PADOVA UNIV., ITALY
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
PAINE REPORT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
SUBJECT INDEX
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10199 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, O.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCER!;;S FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR





NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
.[NASA RELEASE-87-34[ P87-10034 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
PALEOCLIMATOLOGY
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[ NASA RELEASE-87-175 P87-10175 06
PALMDALE, CAUF.
NEW SHUTrLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100 P87-10100 06
PAM..O/UPPER STAGE/
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34 P87-10034 06
PAPUA
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34 P87-10034 06
PARACHUTES
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12 P87-10012 06
PARAGUAY
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12 P87-10012 06
PARALLEL PROCESSING/COMPUTERS/
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
PARIS AIR SNOW, FRANCE
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
[NASA RELEASE-87-831 P87-10083 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NASA RECEPTION; NASA EXHIBIT; PARIS
AIR SHOW; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10215 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
PARK SERVICE, U.S.
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134[ P87-10134 06
PARKES RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY, AUST.
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31} P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA






REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR





NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87*119] P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHU_LE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127[ P87-10127 06
PAYLOAD OEUVERY
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-30] P87-10030 06
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-55[ P87-10055 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76[ P87-10076 06
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119[ P87-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127( P87-10127 06
NASA RESPONDS TO REPORT BY NRC COMMITTEE
ON SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-135[ P87-10135 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-147] P87-10147 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158J P87-10158 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE-87-168[ P87-10168 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
PAYLOAD RETRIEVAL
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-103} P87-10103 06
PAYLOADS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12J P87-10012 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65] P87-10065 06
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE*87-t01 I P87-1010t 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE_7-115] P87-10115 06
PENNSYLVANIA UNIV., PHILADELPHIA
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-541 P87-10054 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:





PERKIN-ELMER CORP., DANBURY, CONN.
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS





ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE_7-142] 1:)87-10142 06
PERSONNEL APPOINTMENTS
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[ NASA RELEASE-87-111 1:)87-10011 06
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-18[ P87-10018 06
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87-24[ P87-10024 06
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
INASA RELEASE-87-53[ P87-10053 06
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-56[ P87-10056 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
INASA RELEASE-87-58[ P87-10058 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71[ P87-10071 06
KLINESERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
I NASA RELEASE-87-86[ P87-10086 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
INASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
INASA RELEASE-87-99[ P87-10099 06
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
NASA RELEASE-87-103[ P87-10103 06
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
NASA RELEASE-87-106[ P87-10106 06
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
NASA RELEASE-87-109[ P87-10109 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-I0112 06
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
NASA RELEASE-87-1161 P87-10116 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121] P87-10121 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145[ P87-10145 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
PHILIPPINES
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA




NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
US DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-102[ P87-10102 06
PLANETARYEXPLORATION
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
PHOTOMETERS
SA HIGH SPEED PHOTOMETERS
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162[ P87-10162 06
PHOTOMETRY
S PHOTOMETERS
PHOTOREFRACTOR OCULAR SCREENING SYSTEM
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS





PHYSICAL VAPOR TRANSPORT OF ORG. SOLIDS
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUl"rLE DISCOVERY MISSION





NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE_7-54] P87-10054 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-146[ P87-10146 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
PIANO SPAZIALIE NATIONALE, ITALY
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM




NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-105[ P87-10105 06
PIONEER VENUS PROJECT
S PIONEER VENUS 1
PIONEER VENUS 1
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25[ P87-10025 06
PIONEER 12
S PIONEER VENUS 1
PIONEER 9
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
PIONEER 10
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES





NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE_7-48] P87-10048 06
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
PLANETARY ECOLOGY
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75[ P87-10075 06
PLANETARY EXPLORATION
SA JUPITER EXPLORATION
SA MANNED MARS MISSIONS
SA MARS EXPLORATION




VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-123[ P87-10123 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184] P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MII_AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH.
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
PLANETARY OBSERVER MISSIONS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON. D C P87-10234 05
PLANETARY ORBIT
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ 1:>87-10074 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-1051 P87-10105 06
PLANETARY RINGS
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION




PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE






NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST







NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5] P87-10005 06
PLUTO ATMOSPHERE
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
POLAR IONOSPHERE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA




S COMMERCIAL SPACE POLICY
POLITICS
ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ON GAO/SRM
CONTRACTOR SELECTION REPORT





NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
{NASA RELEASE-87-186] P87-10186 06
POLYMERS
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
POWER
S ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION




PRATT AND WHITNEY CORP., WEST PALM BEACH
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
{NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
PRELAUNCH TESTS
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-87-80] P87-10080 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTFLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
{NASA RELEASE-87-130[ P87-10130 06
SPACE SHUTrLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
{NASA RELEASE-87-153[ P87-10153 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
{NASA RELEASE.87-173[ 1:>87.10173 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER ENGINES
{NASA RELEASE-87.179[ P87-10179 06
PRESIDENTIAL COMM. ON CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-87-84J P87-10084 06
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
INASA RELEASE-87-108[ P87-10108 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C, FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10212 05
SUBJECT INDEX
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C,
P87-10216 05
PRICING
U.S. _ c( FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEN! NT
{NASA _,LLEASE-87-147] P87-10147 06
PRINCETON UNIV., N.J.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS





S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON.
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND ASSESSMENT
OFFICE
JPL SELECTS VIRGINIA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-49[ P87-10049 06
PROGRAMMABLE IMPLANTABLE MEDICATION
SYSTEM
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
S ADA /PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE/
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
NASA RELEASE-87-41[ P87-10041 06
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44[ P87-10044 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ P87-10110 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
NASA RELEASE-87-117[ P87-10117 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
NASA RELEASE-87-1291 P87-10129 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-87-138J P87-10138 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152[ P87-10152 06
PROJECT OZMA
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
PROJECT PLANNING
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
INASA RELEASE-87-27[ P87-10027 06
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
INASA RELEASE-87-36[ P87-10036 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-1013t 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW




FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
INASA RELEASE-87-73} P87-10073 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION




FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73} P87-10073 06
PROPULSION
SA SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42} P87-10042 06
PROTEINS
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144} P87-10144 06
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-56} P87-10056 06
PUBLIC RELATIONS
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
PUBLICATIONS
S JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
S NATURE MAGAZINE
S SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST/PUBLICATION/
PUMPS
S TURBINE PUMPS
PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYEI-rE, IND.
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
(NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
Q
OTRONICS CORP.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19} P87-t0019 06
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASED87-26} P87-10026 (36
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
NASA RELEASE-87-28[ P87-10028 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
'NASA RELEASE-87-71 } P87-t0071 06
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
NASA RELEASE-87-1061 P87-10106 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-87-110] P87-10110 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
NASA RELEASE-87-130} 1:)87-10130 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
NASA RELEASE-87-169} P87-10169 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-87-178J P87-10178 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER ENGINES
{NASA RELEASE-87-179} P87-10179 06
R
RADAR
S SHUTFLE IMAGING RADAR
S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
RADAR ALTIMETER
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT





SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146] P87-10146 06
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SA NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY,
VA.
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 ] P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64} P87-10064 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67] P87-10067 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
SA MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-341 P87-10034 06
RADIO TELESCOPES
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 I P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
INASA RELEASE-87-641 P87-10064 06
RADIO TRACKING
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
INASA RELEASE-87-105] P87-10105 06
RADIO TRANSMISSION
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES




NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-87-133] P87-10133 06
RANGER PROJECT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
RECOVERY OPERATIONS
S SPACECRAFT RECOVERY
REDSTONE ARSENAL HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT





TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASED87-137} P87-10137 06
REIMBURSABLE LAUNCHINGS
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT




NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19} P87-10019 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130[ P87-10130 06
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
U.S.-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182[ P87-10182 06
REMOTE SENSING
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15] P87-10015 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41[ P87-10041 06
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43] P87-10043 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66] P87-10066 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-691 I)87-10069 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101 } P87-10101 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134[ P87-10134 (36
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149] P87-10149 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
REPLACEMENT ORBITER
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-96} t)87-10096 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
(NASA RELEASE-87-100] P87-10t00 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
INASA RELEASE-87-1171 P87-10117 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS I)87-10210 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
NASA RELEASE-87-8] P87-10008 06
NASA iSSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
NASA RELEASE-87-65( P87-10065 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
NASA RELEASE-87-69] P87-10069 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-87-85} P87-10085 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-87-90} P87-10090 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
NASA RELEASE-87-1151 P87-10115 06
A-35
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-122[ P87-101"22 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHU'n'LE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127[ P87-10127 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SA X-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SA XV-15 AIRCRAFT
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
{NASA RELEASE-87-113] P87-10113 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA




SA SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42[ P87-10042 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115} P87-10115 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-181] P87-10181 (36
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DFJ-IVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN 1°87-10218 05
RESEARCH FACIUTIES
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE_7-70} P87-10070 06
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
[NASA RELEASE-87-98[ P87-10098 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE_7-180] P87-10180 06
RESEARCH PROJECTS
NEW" MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE_7-16] P87-10016 06
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE-87-27[ 1:>87-10027 06
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
'NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-87-164} P87-10164 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
NASA RELEASE-87-165[ P87-10165 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
1:)87-10227 05
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8[ P87-10008 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-16[ P87-10016 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50[ P87-10050 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-69J P87-10069 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-160[ P87-10160 06
RETINA
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
RETIREMENT
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-188[ P87-10188 06
REUSABLE SPACE VEHICLES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
REYNOLDS METALS CO,, MCCOOK, ILL
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
RFP
S REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RIBLETS
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. 1:)87-10194 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
RMS
S REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
RMS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[ NASA RELEASE-87-148J P87-10148 06
ROBOTICS
SA FLIGHT TELEROBOTIC SERVICER
SA TELEROBOTIC SYSTEMS
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115] P87-10115 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
ROBOTS
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44[ P87-10044 06
ROCKET DESIGN
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE=87-163} 1°87-10163 06
ROCKET ENGINE CASES
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120[ P87-10120 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
[NASA RELEASED87-178} P87-10178 06
SUBJECT INDEX
ROCKET ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S CASTOR 4 ROCKET ENGINE
S CASTOR 4A ROCKET ENGINE
S LIQUID FUELED ROCKET BOOSTERS
S LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
S SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
S SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
ROCKETDYNE
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130} P87-10130 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE-87-153[ P87-10153 06
ROCKETDYNE, CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68} P87-10068 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-187[ P87-10187 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;





EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175[ P87-10175 06
ROCKWELL INTERN; CORP, CANOGA PARK, CA.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87:62[ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-8_-68] P87-10068 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129] P87-10129 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164} P87-10164 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10233 05
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130[ P87-10130 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-150} P87-10150 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE_7-153] P87-10153 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE_I7-156} P87-10156 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., CALIF.
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177} P87-10177 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE_I7-187} P87-10187 06
A-36
SUBJECT INDEX
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWNEY, CA.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
{NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-117[ P87-10117 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
(NASA RELEASE_7-159] P87-10159 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., PALMDALE, CA
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100[ P87-10100 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-117] P87-10117 06
ROENTGEN SATELUTE
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158[ P87-10158 06
ROGERS COMMISSION
S PRESIDENTIAL COMM. ON CHALLENGER
ACCIDENT
ROHR INDUSTRIES, INC., CHULA VISTA, CA
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEE_GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73] P87-10073 06
RORSAT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76} P87-10076 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST




SA RSRA /ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
AIRCRAFT/
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-180J P87-10180 06
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
S RSRA /ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
AIRCRAFT/
ROTORCRAFT
S ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
ROTORS
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
ROVING VEHICLES
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-44[ P87-10044 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
{NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
RS-27 ENGINE
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
(NASA RELEASE-87-34J P87-10034 06
RSRA/ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT/
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
RUTGERS UNIV., N.J.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-99[ P87-10099 06
S
SAFETY ANALYSIS
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
{NASA RELEASE-87-71[ P87-10071 06
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
{NASA RELEASE-8?-8[ P87-10008 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
(NASA RELEASE-87-58[ 1:)87-10058 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-91[ PB7-10091 06
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
[NASA RELEASE-87-106[ P87-10106 06
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-108[ P87-10108 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ P87-10110 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB', WASHINGTON, D.
C, P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM, NASA
S NASA SAFETY REPE_RT_NG SYSTEM
SAFETY SYSTEMS
S AIRCRAFT SAFETY
S EMERGENCY EXIT SYSTEMS
SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
SAN GABRIEL MOUNTAINS, CAUF.
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43[ P87-10043 06
SAN NICOLAS ISLAND, CALIF.
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
INASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
SANDIA NATIONAL LAB., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
(NASA RELEASE-87-161J P87-10161 06
SAD FAULO UNIV., BRAZIL
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
SARSAT
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-171 P87-10017 06
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-87-111 ] P87-10111 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
SATELLITE CONFIGURATIONS
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34] P87-10034 06
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
SATELLITE DESIGN
NASA/GODDARD TO HOST SATELLITE SERVICING
WORKSHOP
[NASA RELEASE-87-82[ P87-10082 06
SATELLITE IMAGERY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS
SA THEMATIC MAPPER
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
(NASA RELEASE-87-1[ P87-10001 06
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
(NASA RELEASE-87-41 ] P87-10041 06
SATELLITE NETWORK
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[ NASA RELEASE-87-38[ P87-10038 06
SATELLITE ORBITS
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAh. WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
SATELLITE SERVICING WORKSHOP




PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-143[ P87-I0143 06
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE_7-143_ P87-10143 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
V[OEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS





SA COMBINED RELEASE AND RADIAT, EFFECTS
SAT.
SA COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

























SA MARINER SPACE PROBES
SA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA NIMBUS 7
SA NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA PALAPA-B












EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
SATURN/PLANET/
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION




NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87_51 P87-10065 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P67-10154 06
SCHOLASTIC COOPERATION
NEW MICROOEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
INASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4 1:}87-10004 06
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15 P87-10015 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
INASA RELEASE-87-54 P87-10054 06
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63 P87-10063 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
{NASA RELEASE-87-66 P87-10066 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67 P87-10067 06
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
INASA RELEASE-87-70] P87-10070 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
NASA RELEASE-87-89J P87-10089 06
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
NASA RELEASE-87-101] P87-10101 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
NASA RELEASE-87-115] P87-10115 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
NASA RELEASE-87-137] P87-10137 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-1461 P87-10146 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-67-164[ P67-10164 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN. WEST VIRGINIA P67-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT.
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGLAND
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
INASA RELEASE-87-591 P87-10059 06
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
SA COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
SA GINGA SATELLITE
SA INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
SA tSEE-3
SA IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
SA ROENTGEN SATELLITE
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P67-10137 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D,
C, P67-10202 05
SCIENTISTS
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
[ NASA RELEASE-67-103 ] P87-10103 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-67-121] P87-10121 06
SCRIPF_ CALIFORNIA SPACE INSTITUTE
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-67-101] P67-10101 06
SEALS/STOPPERS/
SA O RING SEALS
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
fNASA RELEASE-87-28} P87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-B7-33} P67-10033 06
SEARCH AND RESCUE
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-B7-14[ P87-10014 06
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
INASA RELEASE-67-171 P67-10017 06
SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
SUBJECT INDEX
SEASAT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA






S AIR FORCE. U.S,
SEWAGE TREATMENT
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS




NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-t0067 06
SHUTTLE DERIVED LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-67-119] P87-10119 06
NASA iSSUES RFP FOR SHU'CFLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-127] P87-10127 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-159] P87-10159 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P67-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
SHUTTLE II CONCEPT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-10149 06
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS STRAT. PLANNING GROUP
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-87-26] P87-10026 06
SHUTTLE PROCESSING CONTRACT
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26] P87-10026 06
SHUTTLE-C
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-119] P67-10119 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-67-127) PB7-10127 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[NASA RELEASE-67-159] P87-10159 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87.10231 05
SIGNAL PROCESSING
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-87-78] P87-10078 06
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, STRATFORD, CONN.
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172] P87-10172 06
SIMPSON WEATHER ASSOCIATES, VA.
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY





NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111 J P87-10111 06
SIMULATORS
SA AIRCRAFT LANDING DYNAMICS FACILITY,
LARC
SA JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
SA NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION SYS.,
ARC
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141 } P87-10141 06
SINGAPORE
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[ NASA RELEASE-87-341 P87-10034 06
SINGLE.STAGE-TO-ORBIT VEHICLES
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN. FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
PB7-10223 05
SITE EVALUATION
JPL SELECTS VIRGINIA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-49J P87-10049 06
SITE SELECTION
NEW SHUFFLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100[ P87-10100 06
SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH
PROGRAM
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-16} P87-10016 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145J P87-10145 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-87-160J P87-10160 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-165} P87 10185 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
{NASA RELEASE.87-181 t P87-10181 06
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYS. ORS., BOSTON, MASS.
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46J P87-10046 06
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
S NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM, WASH._
D.C
SMM
S SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT/SSE/
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-107] P87 10107 06
SOHO MISSION IESA/
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-221 P87-10022 06
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
INASA RELEASE-87-77] P87-10077 06
SOLAR AND HELIOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY
S SOHO M_SSION /ESA/
SOLAR ARRAYS
NASA TO LAUNCH NO/LA WEATHER SATELUTE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14} P87-10014 06
SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-131 P87-10013 06
SOLAR CORONA
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-87-41 P87-10004 06
SOLAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-87-65] P87-10065 06
SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4] P87-10004 06
SOLAR FLARES
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE*WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4} P87-10004 0B
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-B7-12[ P87-10012 06
SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROSES
INASA RELEASE-87-23} P87-10023 06
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60] P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67J P87-10067 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185] P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
SOLAR MICROFLARES
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-121 P87-10012 06
SOLAR ORBIT
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23} P87-10023 06
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25/ P87-10025 06
SOLAR PANEL
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED








PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
INASA RELEASE-87-23] P87-10023 06
SOLAR SYSTEM
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36J P87-10036 06
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
iNASA RELEASE-87-105} P87-10105 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-123} P87-10123 06
SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION DIVISION, NASA
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161 I P87-10161 06
SOLAR TERRESTRIAL SCIENCE PROGRAM/STSP/
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-221 P87-10022 06
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SOLAR WIND
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
{NASA RELEASE-87-23] P87-10023 06
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77} P87-10077 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
{NASA RELEASE-87-94 J P87-10094 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
INASA RELEASE-87-1361 P87-10136 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
{NASA RELEASE-87-137} P87-10137 06
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL INTERACTIONS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-131 P87-t0013 06
FISK TO HEAD NASA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AND APPLICATIONS
INASA RELEASE-87-181 P87-10018 06
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22] P87-10022 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94} P87-10094 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-1841 P87-I0184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
SOLID PROPELLANT IGNITION
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUT[LE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
I NASA RELEASE-87-791 P87-10079 06
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S CASTOR 4 ROCKET ENGINE
S CASTOR 4A ROCKET ENGINE
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
SA ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
/SHUFFLE/
SA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
I NASA RELEASE-87-1) P87-10001 06
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
INASA RELEASE-87-119] P87-10119 08
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
{NASA RELEASE-87-127] P87-10127 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128] P87-10128 06
CASTOR-WA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE-87-1631 P87-t0163 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-178J P87-I0178 06
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SA ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
/SHUTTLE/
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELJMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-191 P87-10019 06
SHU_rLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
I NASA RELEASE-87-281 P87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO E]E MODIFIED
INASA RELEASE-87-331 P87-10033 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61 } P87-10081 06
A-39
SOUNDING
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-79] P87-10_79 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE_874_I] P87-10080 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE_7_81] P87-10081 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
NASA RELEASE-87-125 P87-10125 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
NASA RELEASE-87-151 P87.10151 06
ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ON GAO/SRM
CONTRACTOR SELECTION REPORT
NASA RELEASE-87-166 P87-10166 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
[NASA RELEASE-87.167 P87-10167 06
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
NASA RELEASE.87-169 P87-10169 06
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
NASA RELEASE-B7-171 P87-10171 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
NASA RELEASE-87-183[ I)87-10183 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
NASA RELEASE-B7-184] P87-10184 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUI-_LE
MOTOR NOZZLE
NASA RELEASE-87-190[ P87-10190 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, O.
C. PB7-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND




SA BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
SA NIKE BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKET
SA ORION SOUNDING ROCKET
SA TAURUS-NIKE-TOMAHAWK ROCKET
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE_7-60] #>87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157] P87-10157 06
SOUTHWEST RES. INST., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE_7-164[ P87-10164 06
SOUTNWEST RESEARCH INST., TEX.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY SN GREENLAND














EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
iNTERNAT$ONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
{NASA RELEASE-87-55 P87-10055 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-69 P87-10069 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76 P87-10076 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115 P87-10115 06
ASSISTANT ADMSN$STRATOR ISAAC GSLLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
{NASA RELEASE-87-126 P87-10126 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145} P87-10145 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVSTY
{NASA RELEASE-87-165J P87-10165 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO PB7-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10t96 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;




NASA BEGSNS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT SN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89| P87-10089 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSSUM; COLORADO SPRSNGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10198 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 1°87-10232 05
SPACE FLIGHTS




S UNMANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
SUBJECT INDEX
SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
SPACE LABORATORIES
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-B7_o5} PB7-10065 06
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141 [ P87-10141 06
SPACE PLASMAS
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE_7-46[ PB7-10046 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
SPACE POWER
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65] P87-10065 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-69[ P87-10069 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-87-115[ P87-10115 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




SA MARINER SPACE PROBES




NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-87-44J P87-10044 06
SPACE PROCESSING
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE-87-27[ P87-10027 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87_65] P87-10065 06
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
INASA RELEASE-87-69] PB7-10069 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STAT$ON PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141[ P87-10141 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144] P87o10144 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR





SA MANNED MARS MISSIONS
SA MARS OBSERVER MISSION





NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-9{ P87-10009 06
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36{ P87-10036 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE_7-42] P87-10042 06
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
{NASA RELEASE*87-46} P87-10046 06
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-48{ P87-10048 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-501 P87-10050 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-873 P87-10087 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-87-1231 P87-10123 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184{ P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D,
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10198 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D,
C. P87-10t99 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87- t0205 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NASA RECEPTION; NASA EXHIBIT; PARIS
AIR SHOW; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10215 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
SPACE RADIATION
S GALACTIC RADIATION
SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-SJ P87-10008 06
USERS TO VIEW SPACE STATION MODULES
[NASA RELEASE-87-141{ P87-10141 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 tN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184] P87-10184 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
SPACE SCIENCES
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-22{ P87-10022 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
INASA RELEASE-87-136{ P87-10136 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184] P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
SPACE SHUTTLE ARRESTING SYSTEM
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88J P87-10088 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGER
S CHALLENGER
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61 ] P87-10061 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
[NASA RELEASE-87-130{ P87-10130 06
SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
[NASA RELEASE-87-153} P87-10153 06
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
[NASA RELEASE-87-173] P87-10173 06
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUI-I'LE ORBITER ENGINES
[NASA RELEASE-87-179] P87-10179 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST/PUBLICATION/
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUI-rLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-87-80{ P87-10080 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158{ P87-10158 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE_7-34] P87-10034 06
SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 41-G
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-84{ P87-10084 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87_2] P87-10062 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-117{ P87-10117 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26{ P87-10026 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42{ P87-10042 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61{ P87-10061 06
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIE3N LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
{NASA RELEASE-87-71] P87-10071 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-87-80{ P87-10080 06
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT tN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89{ P87-10089 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-91 ] P87-10091 06
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-93] P87-10093 06
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-108] P87-10108 06
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-147{ P87-10147 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-87-158{ P87-10158 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE-87-168{ P87-10168 06
A-41
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS SUBJECT INDEX
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-169J P87-10169 06
NASA ISSUES REPORT ON EXTENDED-DURATION
SPACE SHUI_rLE ORBITER
[ NASA RELEASE.87-1741 P87-10174 06
WHITE SANDS TO SE ALTERNATE LANDING SITE
FOR SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[_ASA RELEASE-87-189] P87-10189 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87.10206 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR








SA EXTENDED DURATION ORBITER
SA REPLACEMENT ORBITER
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-88] P87-10088 06
SHUI-£LE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
[NASA RELEASE-87-170] P87-10170 06
SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
SA SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUFFLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 P87-10002 06
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51] P87-10051 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87+54] P87-10054 06
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-57] P87-10057 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-87-144] P87-10144 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
{NASA RELEASE-87-165] P87-10165 06
SPACE SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-188] P87-10188 06
SPACE SHUTTLES
SA SHUTTLE-C
MOROCCAN AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE EMERGENCY LANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-6] P87-10006 06
NASA AND MORTON THIOKOL REACH PRELIMINARY
UNDERSTANDING
[NASA RELEASE-87-19] P87-10019 06
NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21 ] P87-10021 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-28] P87-10028 06
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE_7-30] P87-10030 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-33] P87-10033 06
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUFFLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
I NASA RELEASE-87-47 ] P87-10047 06
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58] P87-10058 06
MORTON THtOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-79) P87-10079 06
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-81] P87-10081 06
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-851 P87-10085 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-90] P87-10090 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
{NASA RELEASE-87-120] P87-10120 06
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-125] P87-10125 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LIQUID FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-87-138] P87-t0138 06
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-1511 P87-10151 06
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154] P87-10154 06
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-171] P87-10171 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
NASA RELEASE-87-178] P87-10178 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUFFLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-183] P87-10183 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE_I7-190] P87-10190 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORM
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50] P87-10050 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65] P87-10065 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-8] P87-10008 06
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE-87-27] P87-10027 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-42] P87-10042 06
JPL SELECTS VIRGINIA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS
{NASA RELEASE-87-49] 1:)87-10049 06
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50] P87-10050 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
[NASA RELEASE-87-52] P87-10052 08
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58] P87-10058 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65] P87-t0065 06
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
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NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT




NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-87-14[ P87-10014 06
SUN SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
CODE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-87-1} P87-10001 06
SUPERCOMPUTERS
S CRAY-2/SUPERCOMPUTER/
S HIGH SPEED PROCESSOR-2
/SUPERCOMPUTER/
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115} P87-10115 06
SUPERCONDUCTOR DEVICES
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-t0(X)3 06
SUPERGIANT STARS
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS




NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
INASA RELEASE_7-20] P87-10020 06
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31 ] P87-10031 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ P87-10059 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
{NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64} P87-10064 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132} P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162} P87-10162 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
INASA RELEASE-87-185} P87-10185 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
SUPPORT SERVICES
SA GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SA LAUNCH SUPPORT SERVICES
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-39] P87-10039 06
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
{NASA RELEASE-87-42} P87-10042 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-87-110} P87-10110 06
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-87-131 ] P87-10131 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-87-148} 1:>87-10148 06
SWEPT WINGS
SA SWEPTFORWARD WINGS
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118} PEI7-10118 06
SWEPTFORWARD WINGS
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
I NASA RELEASE-87-1131 P87-10113 06
SWITZERLAND
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137} P87-10137 06
SYMBOLICS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
I NASA RELEASE-87 -89] P87-10089 06
SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
CODE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE*87-1 I P87-10001 06
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-10149 06
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SA SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT
INASA RELEASE-87-S] P87-10008 06
A-45
TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE MONITOR SYSTEM
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87=42[ P87-10042 06
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ I>87-10110 06
T
TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE MONITOR SYSTEM
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133] 1=87-10133 06
TAURUS-NIKE-TOMAHAWK ROCKET
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[ NASA RELEASE-87-13 ] P87-10013 06
TDR SATELLITES
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76[ P87-10076 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144) PB7-10144 06
"rI_SS
S TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE
SYSTEM
TECH BRIEFS tFIJBUCATtON/
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYS.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
(NASA RELEASE-87-52[ P87-10052 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-181[ P87-10181 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5} P87-10005 06
NASA IMAGING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-102J P87-10102 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152} P87-10152 06
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186[ P87-10186 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10198 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CiTY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN 1=87-10204 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92[ P87-10092 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-134[ P87-10134 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145} P87-10145 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152[ P87-10152 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164} P87-10164 06
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-186[ P87-10186 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-I0196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
TECTONICS
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175} P87-10t75 06
TELECONFERENClNG
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154J P87-10154 06
TELEDYNE BROWN ENGINEERING
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
TELEDYNE SYSTEMS CO, NORTHRIDGE, CALIF.
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156] P87-10156 06
TELEMETRY
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
INASA RELEASE-87-29[ P87-10029 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60] P87-10060 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78[ P87-10078 06
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38] P87-10038 06
PA,_NGIE R VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[i'_M.._A R_LEASE-87-143} P87-10143 06
SUBJECT INDEX
TELEROBOTIC SYSTEMS
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-65[ P87-10065 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
INASA RELEASE-87-176[ 1::'87-10176 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




SA GAMMA RAY TELESCOPES
SA HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SA RADIO TELESCOPES
SA ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPES
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-87-67] P87-10067 06
TELEVISION
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE.87-142[ 1:)87.10142 06
TENNESSEE UNIV., TULLAHOMA
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115} P87-10115 06
TEST FACILITIES
SA TEST STANDS
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
{NASA RELEASE-87-98] P87-10098 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133} P87-t0133 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
{NASA RELEASE-87-180] 1:)87-10180 06
TEST OPERATIONS
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-28[ P87-10028 06
ENGINEERING TEST MOTOR TO BE MODIFIED
{NASA RELEASE-87-33[ P87-10033 06
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35[ t:)87-10035 06
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
INASA RELEASE-87-38} P87-10038 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61 } 1:)87-10061 06
TEST STANDS
SA JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
SA TRANSIENT PRESSURE TEST ARTICLE
/MSFC/
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT








PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
TETHERED SATELLITES
S TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
TETHERLINES
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
TEXAS A AND M UNIV.
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115[ P87-10115 06
A-46
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164[ P87-10164 06
TEXAS UNIV., HOUSTON
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY




NASA TO LAUNCH PALAPA SATELLITE FOR
INDONESIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-34] P87-10034 06
THEMATIC MAPPER
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
[NASA RELEASE-87-95] P87-10095 06
THERMAL INFRARED RADIOMETER EXPER. ITIREX/
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-631 P87-10063 06
THERMAL INSULATION
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE-87-1631 P87-t0163 06
THERMAL PROTECTION
S THERMAL INSULATION
THIOKOL WASATCH OPERATIONS FACILITY
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
[ NASA RELEASE-87-79[ P87-10079 06
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
INASA RELEASE-87-167} P87-10167 06
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTFLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
[NASA RELEASE-87-183[ P87-10183 06
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-190[ P87-10190 06
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87 10054 06
THREE M COMPANY




NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37[ P87-10037 06
THUNDERSTORMS
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-I0066 06
TIDBINSlLLA VALLEY TRACK. STA., AUSTRALIA
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64[ P87-10064 06
TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SA V-22 OSPREY
SA XV-15 AIRCRAFT
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92] P87-10092 06
TIREX





NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-76) 1:)87.10076 06
TOMS/TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SYSTEM/




NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-41 ] P87-10041 06
TOPOGRAPHY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SYSTEM
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-t0114 06
TOULOUSE GROUND STATION, FRANCE
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION




NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
{NASA RELEASE-e7-4[ P87-10004 06
NASA SELECTS DEEP SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT
CONTRACTOR
[NASA RELEASE-87-g] P87-10009 06
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-40[ P87-10040 06
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
NASA SELECTS STUDY CONTRACTORS FOR
SECOND TDRSS GROUND TERMINAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-29[ P87-10029 06
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78[ P87-10078 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1967 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITES
S TDR SATELLITES
TRACKING STATIONS
SA BARSTOW TRACKING STATION, CALIF_
SA CANBERRA TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA
SA GOLDSTONE TRACKING STATION, CALIF.
SA GROUND STATIONS
SA TIDBINBILLA VALLEY TRACK. STA., AUSTRALIA
NASA PLANS 13NO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
TRACTOR ROCKET TEST PROGRAM
SHUTTLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
PB7-10223 05
TRANSIENT PRESSURE TEST ARTICLE/MSFC/
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED




NASA'S POWERFUL SUPER-COMPUTER SYSTEM TO
GO OPERATIONAL
INASA RELEASE-B7-71 P87-10007 06
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92] P87-t0092 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE.87-129[ P87-10129 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ P87-10140 06
U.S.S.R.
TRANSPORT SYSTEMS RESEARCH VEHICLE
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM





VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-123[ P87-10123 06
TROPICAL REGIONS
S AMAZON BASIN, BRAZIL
TROPOSPHERE
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66] P87-10066 06
TRRA
S TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
TRW DEFENSE AND SPACE SYS. GROUP, CA.
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-e7-40[ P87-10040 06
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, HOUSTON, TEX.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF,
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
TRW SYSTEMS, REOONDO BEACH, CALIF,
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-110[ PB7-10110 06
TRW, INC., REDONOO BEACH, CALIF.
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-177[ P87-10177 06
TSRV




ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
(NASA RELEASE-87-130[ P87-10130 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK




FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
[NASA RELEASE-87-73[ P87-10073 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;




NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
TUSKEGEE INST., ALA.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




S PARK SERVICE, US.
U.S.S.R.
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-B7-171 P87-10017 06
A-47
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P67-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITrEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
TALKING POINTS FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SPRING MEETING;
WILLIAMSBURG, VA P87-10211 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87.10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87.10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D, C+ P87-10234 05
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20] P87-10020 06
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE-87-25] P87-10025 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ 1:)87-10059 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60] P87-10060 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132[ P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157J P87-10157 06
ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPES
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-201 P87-10020 06
ULYSSES MISSION
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51 ] P87-10051 06
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-87-158] P87-10158 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
UNION COLLEGE, SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144[ P87-10144 06
UNISTICK/AUTOMOBILE CONTROL STICK/
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY. UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
UNISYS CORP., HOUSTON, TEX.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-B7-131_ P87-10131 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-148[ P87-10148 06
UNITED KINGDOM
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
INASA RELEASE-87-95[ P87-10095 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[ NASA RELEASE-87-114] 1='87-10114 06
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137[ P87-10137 06
UNITED KINGDOM SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
{NASA RELEASE-87-20[ P87-10020 06
UNITED SPACE BOOSTERS, INC.
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-178[ P87-10178 06
UNITED STATES PARK SERVICE
S PARK SERVICE, U.S,
UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-87-156[ P87-10156 06
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[ NASA RELEASE-87-159 ] P87-10159 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176J P87-10176 06
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP., SAN JOSE, CAL.
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
{NASA RELEASE-8747] P87-10047 06
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-90[ P67-10090 06
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-120[ P87-10120 06
UNITED TECHNOLOGY CORP.
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
[NASA RELEASE-87-11J PEI7-10011 06
UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOC., MD.
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
{NASA RELEASE-87-70[ P87-10070 06
UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA+ GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
UNMANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
SA RANGER PROJECT
SA VOYAGER PROJECT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
SUBJECT INDEX
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94| P87-10094 06
URANUS/PLANET/
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-123[ P87-10123 06
USBI BOOSTER PRODUCTION CO., INC., ALA.
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTORS
{NASA RELEASE-87-159] P87-10159 06
USDA
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
UTAH STATE UNIV., LOGAN
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-164] P87-10164 06
V
V-22 OSPREY
TtLTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92[ P87-I0092 06
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
S ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
VANDENSERG AFB, CALIF.
COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-87-1[ P87-10001 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100[ P87-10100 06
VEGETATION
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE









VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
S MTOL AIRCRAFT
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31} P87-10031 06
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64[ P87-10064 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
VIBRATION
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
{NASA RELEASE-87-73[ 1:)87-10073 06
VIKING PROJECT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-I0220 05
VIRGINIA UNIV., CHARLOI-rESVILLE
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
INASA RELEASE-87-66] P87-10066 06
A-48
SUBJECT INDEX
VITALITY PACKAGE FOR SCIENCE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
VLBI
S VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY
VOICE COMMUNICATION
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38 ] P87-10038 06
VOLCANOES
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-87-175[ P87-10175 06
VORTICES
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-37} P87-t0037 06
VOYAGER PROJECT
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64] P87-10064 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-B7-123[ P87-10123 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77] P87-10077 06
VTOL AIRCRAFT
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-92[ P87-10092 06
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL
I NASA RELEASE-87-180] P87-10180 06
W
W DE Y ASSOCIATES, INC., HOUSTON, TEX.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-131[ P87-10131 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
{NASA RELEASE-87-148[ P87-10148 06
WAKE VORTEX
S VORTICES
WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12] P87-10012 06
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAM
GETS UNDERWAY IN GREENLAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-13[ P87-10013 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-601 P87-10060 06
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67J P87-10067 06
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
[NASA RELEASE-87-971 P87-10097 06
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-133J P87-10t33 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
(NASA RELEASE-87-1571 1:)87-10157 06
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10208 05
WASHINGTON UNIV.
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEAI-rLE
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-66[ P87-10066 06
WASTE WATER
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS





NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186] P87-10186 06
WATER POLLUTION
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
{NASA RELEASE-87-43} P87-10043 06
WATER RESOURCES
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
WATER TREATMENT
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS




NASA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
[NASA RELEASE-87-21[ P87-10021 06
WEATHER FORECASTING
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES




COBE TO BE LAUNCHED ON DELTA ROCKET
[NASA RELEASE-B7-1[ P87-10001 06
WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA SELECTS LtFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54} P87-10054 06
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTrLE DISCOVERY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-144] P87-10144 06
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146J P87-10146 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
WEST GERMANY
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
INASA RELEASE-87-137] P87-10137 06
WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-151 1:)87-10015 06
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176] P87-10176 06
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
WESTINGHOUSE, INC., BALTIMORE, MD.
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78] P87.10078 06
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR, N. MEX.
WHITE SANDS TO BE ALTERNATE LANDING SITE
FOR SHUTrLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-189] P87-10189 06
WHITE SANDS, N. MEX.
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78[ P87-10078 06
WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
NASA RELEASE-87-35[ P87-10035 06
WILLIAMS COLL., WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99} P87-10099 06
WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
[NASA RELEASE-87-124[ P87-10124 06
WIND TUNNEL TESTS
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85} P87-10085 06
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172] P87-10172 06
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA P87-10200 05
WIND TUNNELS
SA ARC WIND TUNNEL
SA NATIONAL TRANSONIC FACILITY
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL






NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-101[ P87-10101 06
WISCONSIN UNIV., MADISON
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODtNG STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20} 1=87-10020 06
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
WOOMERA ROCKET RANGE, AUSTRAUA
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
WORLD BOOK, INC,
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
{NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
WORLD CLIMATE RESEARCH PROGRAM
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-87-41 J P87-10041 06
WRIGHT STATE UNIV., DAYTON, OHIO
NASA SELECTS LiFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-B7-54[ P87-10054 06
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
A-49
WYLE LABS., INC.
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-140[ P87-10140 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE_I7-150] P87-10150 06
_LE L&B_, INC.
SHUTFLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
[NASA RELEASE-87-171 ] P87-10171 06
WYOMING UNIV., LARAMIE
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE
HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-114[ P87-10114 06
X
X-RAY ASI_ONOMY
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-87-67[ P87-10067 06
U.S, AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132[ P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACIUTY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
X-RAY TELESCOPES
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
X-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172[ P87-10172 06
X-_l AIRCRAFT
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP,
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-87-111[ P87-10111 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
[NASA RELEASE-87-113[ P87-10113 06
X-30 AIRCRAFT
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-87-129[ P87-10129 06
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-150[ P87-10150 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
XV-15 AIRCRAFT
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS







NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5[ P87-10005 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C, P87-10194 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
YUCATAN PENINSULA
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
[NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
A-50
SECTION 2





ALLEN, JOSEPH PERCIVAL, IV
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
I / COLORADO P87-10193 05SEE SECTION 06
I NAME I I FOR ADDITIONAL _ ALLEN, LEW
I INFORMATION ] 1 PROPULSIONNEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JETLABORATORY
FLETCHER, JAMES C. | J NASA RELEASE-87-3 j P57-10003 06
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET I JPL SELECTS VIRGiNiA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
I PROPULSION LABORATORY / NEGOTIATIONS
I [NASA RELEASE-87-3] P87-10003 06 ...J INASA RELEASE-87-491 P87-10049 06
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AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-57-109} P87-10109 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY 1987 _N
REVIEW
rNASA RELEASE-87.184[ P87-10184 06
ABIR, DAVID
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-57 ] P87-10057 06
AKERS, THOMAS D.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
tNASA RELEASE-87-93] P67-10093 06
ALDRIN, EDWIN EUGENE, JR.
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D C
P87-10198 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D C
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
ALEXANDER, JOSEPH K.
i=
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTJNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
(NASA RELEASE-87-27) 1:)57-10027 06
ALLEN, ANDREW M.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-93] P87-10093 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
I NASA RELEASE-87-591 P87-10059 06
ANDERSON, JOHN
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
INASA RELEASE-87-1051 P87-10105 06
ARMSTRONG. NEIL ALDEN
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
(NASA RELEASE-87-361 P87-10036 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D C
P87-10198 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D C
P67-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-I0209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P57-10220 05
ARNAUD, S.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
INASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-I0054 06
AVRAM, EMIL G.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-57-136] P87 10136 06
B
BALISH, E.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-B7-54] P87-10054 06
BALL, JIM
ORGANIZA7 ION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
BALLARD, RODNEY
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
U.S PARTICIPATION
INASA RELEASE-87-1461 P67-10146 06
BANKS, PETER M.
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-461 P87-10046 06
BARNES, MICHAEL S.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-1361 P87-10136 06
BARSUKOV, V. L.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D C
P87-10208 05
BARTHELEMY, ROBERT R.
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
INASA RELEASE-87 1501 P87-10150 06
BARTOE, JOHN-DAVID F.
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-87-1031 P87-10103 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY 1957 iN
REVIEW
[ NASA RELEASE-87-184 ] P87-10164 06
BAUMANN, ROBERT C.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
NASA RELEASE-87-45 P87-10045 06
BERGAMASCHI, SILVIO
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-57-46 P87.10046 06
BIKLE, D.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE-57-54 P67-10054 06
BILLINGS, CHARLES R.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
INASA RELEASE-87-45 P87-10045 06
BINGMAN, KEN
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
NASA RELEASE-87-136 P87-10136 06
BLACK, DAVID C.
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUN_ILIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[ NASA RELEASE-B7-27 P87-10027 06
BLAIN, MARY
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
NASA RELEASE-87-136 P87-10136 06
BLAMONT, JACQUES
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-48 P87-10048 06
BLANTON, PATRICIA
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-t0136 06
BLOMQVIST, G.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASED87-541 P87-10054 06
BOLT, LANCE
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
I NASA RELEASE-87-1041 P87-10104 06
BONtFAZl, CARLO
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM




NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
BOYNTON, WILLIAM V.
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-161[ P87-10161 06
BRADBURY, RAY
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87.10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87.10207 05
BRADFORD, RICHARD _L
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-t0157 06
BRADFORD, WILLIAM C.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87-10045 06
BRANDEWEIN, PAUL F.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
BREGMAN, JESSE
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
BRENCE, W. A.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
BROCK, JOHN T.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
BROWN, A.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
BROWN, CURTIS L, JR,
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
NASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
BROWN, GEORGE, JR.
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DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
+ EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 15TH ANNIVERSARY OF LANDSAT 1
LAUNCH; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10221 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA P87-10222 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
+ EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
+ EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
+ EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
+ PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH P87-10232 05
+ STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10233 05
+EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 05
+ EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR






NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE.87-93 P87-10093 06
FRAZIER, WAYNE R.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
NASA RELEASE-87_,5 P87-10045 06
FRIEDMANN, E. IMRE
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-75 P87-I0075 06
FULLER, C.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE_}7-54 P87.10054 06
FUNKHOUSER, JAMES M.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
NASA RELEASE-87-142 P87.10142 06
FURST, J.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE-87-54 P87-10054 06
G
GAGARIN, YURI
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-17[ P87-10017 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87 10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87=10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTIFUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D C.
P87-I 0208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87 10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87.10230 05
GARDNER, GUY S.
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
GARMIRE, GORDON
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
INASA RELEASE-87-157} P87÷10157 06
GARRETT, DAVID W.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
GAY, CHARLES D.
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71 ] P87-10071 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
{NASA RELEASE-87-112J P87-10112 06
GEHRELS, NElL
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60} P87 10060 06
GIACCONI, RICCARDO
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
[NASA RELEASE_7-122] P87.10122 06
GIBSON, ROBERT L
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 tN
REVIEW
{NASA RELEASE-87-184} P87-10184 06
GILBERT, RAY
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186} P87-10186 06
GILl-AM, ISAAC T., IV
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CANDIDATES NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-69[ P87-10069 06
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115J P87-10115 06
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GtLLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145[ P87-10145 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
GLENN, JOHN HERSCHEL, JR.
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: MERCURY 7
FOUNDATION GALA; WASHINGTON, D, C.
P87-10198 05
GODDARD, ROBERT H.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
GOLDBERGER, MARVIN
NEW MICRODEVtCES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3] P87-10003 06
GONZALEZ, WALTER
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94] P87-10094 06
GRAHAM, DAN
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
GREEN, SHIRLEY
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-B7-142[ P87-10142 06
GREENE, JAY H.
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71 ) P87-10071 06
GREGORY, FREDERICK D.
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184{ P87-10184 06
HAYNES, NORMAN R.
GRINDELAND, RICHARD
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
US. PARTICIPATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-146} P87-10146 06
GRISSOM, VIRGIL IVAN
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D, C. P87-10234 05
GULLAHORN, GORDON E.
PRINCIPAL INVESTSGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
GURSKY, HERBERT
SARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
{NASA RELEASE-87-1031 P87-10103 06
H
HALEM, MILTON
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-701 P87-10070 06
HALL, G. WARREN
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-87-172} P87-10172 06
HALSTEAD, THORA
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-57} P87-10057 06
HAMBY, WILLIAM H.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112} P87-10112 06
HARBAUGH, GREGORY J.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-931 P87-10093 06
HARRELL DICK
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
INASA RELEASE-87-134} P87-10134 06
HARRIS, HUGH W.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
{ NASA RELEASE-87-45} P87-10045 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112] P87-10112 06
HARTSFIELD, HENRY WARREN, JR.
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58} P87-10058 06
HARVEY, PAUL
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162[ P87-10162 06
HAUCK, FREDERICK H.
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184} P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
HAUGHNEY, LOUIS C.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157} P87-10157 06
HAYNES, NORMAN R.
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION




ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142] 1:)87-10142 06
HEFNER, JERRY N.
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE°87-5[ P87-10005 06
HEINRICH, M. J.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
HENDRIKSEN, DOUGLAS G.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
HERACMTUS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
HERBISON, (_
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
HERBOLSNEIMER, LAWRENCE
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-126[ P87-10126 06
HERRES, ROBERT T.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10208 05
HESS, MARK S.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142] P87-10142 06
HIGGINS, WILLIAM C.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112] P87-10112 06
HILMERS, DAVID C.
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-87-2 ] P87o 10002 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
HINNERS, NOEL W.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99J P87-10099 06
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121] P87-10121 06
HITLER, ADOLPH
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON. D. C.
1:)87-10208 05
HOCKENSMITH, RICHARD P.
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-78| P87-10078 06
HOUTCHENS, B.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-10054 06
I
ION"_DN, JAMES
NEW MtCRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
J
JACKSON, ROBERT
PIONEER 9 DEAD AT 18 YEARS -- ONE OF FIRST
INTERPLANETARY PROBES
[NASA RELEASE-87-23[ P87-10023 06
JAMES, SAM
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
JARVIS, GREGORY B.
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
JEFFERSON, THOMAS
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
JEMISON, MAE C.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
{NASA RELEASE-87-93} P87-10093 06
JERNBERG, KAREN
NASA/GODDARD TO HOST SATELLITE SERVICING
WORKSHOP
[NASA RELEASE-87-82[ P87-10082 06
JONES, BARRY
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132[ P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
K
KAPP, DANIEL L.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
KEEGAN, SARAH G.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE_7-142] P87-10142 06
KENNEDY, JOHN F.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10234 08
KENNEDY, ROBERT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
KERR, JOE
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104[ P87-10104 06
KIM, JOHN
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ I)87-10045 06
KIRSHNER, ROBERT P.
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE_7-20[ P87-10020 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ P87-10059 06
KLEIN, GAlL A.
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-48[ P87-10048 06
KUNEBERG, JOHN M.
KLINEBERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-87-86[ P87-10086 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
KNOUSE, GEORGE H.
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38] P87-10038 06
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-143[ P87-10143 06
KONDO, YOJI
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20[ P87-10020 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ P87-10059 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
NASA RELEASE-87*60[ P87-10060 06
KRAMER, W.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-10054 06
KRIKORIAN, A.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
KUKKONEN, CARL
NEW MICRODEVICES FACILITY PLANNED FOR JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY
NASA RELEASE-87-3[ P87-10003 06
KUKOWSKI, JAMES F.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
NASA RELEASE-87-142] P87-10142 06
KURJACK, EDWARD
SPACE TECHNOLOGY BRINGS NEW FINDINGS ON
ANCIENT MAYA
NASA RELEASE-87-15[ P87-10015 06
L
LANE, LAURENCE
U.S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-132[ P87-10132 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
INASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
LATULIPPE, PHILIP J.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
{NASA RELEASE-87-45] P87-10045 06
LEBLANC, A.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
LEBOFSKY, LARRY A.
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
LEVENTHAL, MARVIN
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87_0] P87-10060 06
LEVlNE, JOEL, SR.
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
[NASA RELEASE-87-43] P87-10043 06
LEWIS, TOM
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-96[ P87-10096 06
LIN, ROBERT
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10216 05
LIONS, JACQUES-LOUIS
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASED87-41 ] P87-10041 06
LOMBARDI, VINCE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C. P87-10202 05
LOUNGE, JOHN MIKE
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184J P87-10184 06
LOVELL, ROBERT
NASA COSPAS/SARSAT MANAGERS HONORED BY
USSR
[NASA RELEASE-87-171 P87-10017 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184} P87-10184 06
LUEST, REIMAR
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-51 ] P87-10051 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
M
MACCALLUM, CRAWFORD
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
MACKIE, NElL
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
MACLEISH, ARCHIBALD
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10208 05
MAHON, JOSEPH B.
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71 J P87-10071 06
MAHONEY, W. A.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157} P87-10157 06
MANNO, V.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22} P87-I0022 06
MARIANETTI, EUGENE A.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
MARIANI, FRANCO
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46} P87-10046 06
MARTIN, FRANK
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184J P87-10184 06
MAULL, WALTER A.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142} P87-10142 06
MCAULLIFFE, CHRISTA
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
MCBRIDE, JON A.
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-116[ P87-10116 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
MCCARTNEY, FORREST
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
MCCULLA, JAMES W.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142} P87-10142 06
MCDONALD, FRANK
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-87-121] P87-10121 06
MCKAY, CHRISTOPHER P.
THREE EXI_ERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGA_ =ON
[NASA RELEASE-87-63J P87-10063 06
MCLUCAS, JOHN L
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36[ P87-10036 06
MCMONAGLE, DONALD R.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
(NASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
MCNAIR, RONALD E.
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY; DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA I)87-10201 05
MCWHORTER, GEORGE, JR.
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186[ P87-10186 06
MEASEL, J.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
MELNICK, BRUCE E.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-931 P87-10093 06
MEREDITH, BURGESS
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
INASA RELEASE-87-83[ P87-10083 06
MERTZ, CHARLES W.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
MICHENER, JAMES
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
MILTON, JOHN
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D C P87-10234 05
MYERS, DALE D.
MINER, TOM
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITFEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
MOORE-EDE, M.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
MOORE, JESSE w.
MOORE RESIGNS FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-10[ P87-10010 06
MOORE, MICHAEL R.
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85} P87-10085 06
MOSELEY, HARVEY
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162} P87-10162 06
MOSER, TOM
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D. C P87-10233 05
MULLANE, RICHARD MICHAEL
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139] P87-10139 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
MULRONEY, BRIAN
U.S.-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
INASA RELEASE-87-1821 P87-10182 06
MUNOY, RICHARD H.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87-10045 06
MURPHY, BOB
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY 1>87-10209 05
MURPHY, JOHN F.
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-116[ P87-10116 06
MURPHY, TOM
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT.
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO.
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 O5
MURRAY, BRUCE C.
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-87-48[ P87-10048 06
MYERS, DALE D.
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145[ P87-10145 06
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-87-152] P87-10152 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-155[ 1:>87-10155 06
B-7
NEEDLEMAN, HARVEY
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; -NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;




NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-10004 06
SECOND EXTENDED-DURATION BALLOON FLIGHT
LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-87-12[ P87-10012 06
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
INASA RELEASE-87-60J P87-10060 06
NEEMAN, YUVAL
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-87-57[ P87-10057 06
NELSON, GEORGE O.
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHUTTLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
NEWMAN, C. THOMAS
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
[NASA RELEASE-87-53[ P87-10053 06
NICOGOSSIAN, ARNAULD E.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
NOLAN, FRANK
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186[ P87-10186 06
NOUSEK, JOHN A.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-1571 P87-10157 06
NYSMITH, Co ROBERT
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-87-62[ P87-10062 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68] 1:)87-10068 06
O
O'HARA, BONNIE J.
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
O'NEILL, GERARD
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 38TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION;
BRIGHTON, UNITED KINGDOM P87-10224 05
O'NEILL, GERRY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION




AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182[ P87-10182 06
ODOM, JAMES B.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA REI.EASE-87-112J P87-10112 06
OGILVlE, K EITII'I
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE-87-137J P87-10137 06
OMAN, C.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
ONIZUKA, ELLISON S.
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
P
PAINE, THOMAS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
PETERSEN, G.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54] P87-I0054 06
PHILLIPS, SAMUEL C.
NASA REALIGNS EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: CANTUS
APPOINTED AA
INASA RELEASE-87-11 ] P87-I0011 06
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-361 P87-10036 06
STATEMENT OF DR JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ANNUAL NASA HEADQUARTERS HONORS
AWARDS PROGRAM; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10216 05
POLLACK, JAMES
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
PRESTON, ROBERT
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-64[ P87-10064 06
PRICE, JOHN
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
PRINCE, THOMAS A.
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-EO] P87-10060 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[ NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-87-185[ P87-t0185 06
Q
QUAIOE, WILLIAM
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
[NASA RELEASE-87-1613 P87-10161 06
R
RAFFERTY, WILLIAM
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38 ] P87-10038 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-143J P87-10143 06
RAHN, DEBRA J.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[ NASA RELEASE-87-142] P87-10142 06
RANDOLPH, BERNARD P.
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-150[ P87-10150 06
REAOOY, WILLIAM F.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
;ANDIDATES
NASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
REAGAN, RONALD
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50 ] P87-10050 06
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
NASA RELEASE-87-84[ P87-10084 06
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
NASA RELEASE-87-108[ P87-10108 06
U.S-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
[NASA RELEASE-87-182] P87-10182 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-188[ P87-10188 06
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS CONFERENCE; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL PRESS CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10194 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, D
C. P87-10199 05
REMARKES PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DEDICATION OF NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC
SIMULATION FACILITY; AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA P87-10200 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FEDERAL CITY CLUB; WASHINGTON, D.
C. P87-10202 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; WASHINGTON, D. C
P87-10208 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10212 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CASE FOR MARS III CONFERENCE;
BOULDER, COLORADO P87-10220 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA;
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 1:>87-10222 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSET-rS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
NASA-HBCU FORUM '87; ATLANTA, GEORGIA
P87-10227 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: 1987 ECONOMIC OUTLOOK CONFERENCE;
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA P87-10229 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
PRESENTATION FOR BONNEVILLE KNIFE AND
FORK CLUB: SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH P87-10232 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR




ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142] P87.10142 06
REIGHTLER, KENNETH S., JR.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
(NASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
REINERTSON, LIES
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
RENZETI1, NICHOLAS
NASA'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK OBSERVES
SUPERNOVA EMISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-31[ P87-10031 06
RESCHKE, M.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
RESNIK, JUDITH/_
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 1=87-10201 05
RICE, ROBERT R.
SHUTTLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
[NASA RELEASE-87-170[ P87-10170 06
RICHARDSON, JOHN
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-104] P87-10104 06
RIDE, SALLY K.
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
(NASA RELEASE-87-36[ P87-10036 06
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-84[ P87-10084 06
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-87[ P87-10087 06
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-109] P87-10109 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB; WASHINGTON, O.
C. P87-10199 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C, FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
RIEGLER, GUENTER R.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
RIEP, PATRIClA M.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
RIESENHUBER, HEINZ
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-149[ P87-10149 06
RILEY, D.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE*87-54[ P87-10054 06
ROONEY, GEORGE
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-68[ P87-10068 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: KENNEDY SPACE CENTER EMPLOYEES;
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
P87-10197 05
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10212 05
ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN DELANO
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION WEST COAST DINNER; LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA P87-10192 05
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO;
63RD ANNUAL CONVENTION; MIAMI BEACH,
FLORIDA P87-10226 05
SANDIE, WILLIAM G.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: LOS ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL;
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P87-10230 05
ROSE, JAMES T.
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-87-145[ P87-10145 . 06
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
[NASA RELEASE-87-165[ P87-10165 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
ROSENSTEIN, FRED
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
ROSS, JERRY L
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
ROTHENBERG, JOSEPH
NASA BEGINS GROUND SYSTEM TEST FOR SPACE
TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-87-35[ P87-10035 06
ROTHSTEIN, BARBARA
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
ROY, ERNIE
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
RUNCO, MARIO, JR.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-87-93[ P87-10093 06
RUSSELL, WILLIAM A., JR.
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71[ P87-10071 06
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-128[ P87-10128 06
CASTOR-IVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
[NASA RELEASE-87-163[ P87-10163 06
RUTAN, BURT
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY:
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES; UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA P87-10206 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS; ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10207 05
RUTAN, DICK
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUGEN SAENGER LECTURE; WEST
BERLIN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
P87-10223 05
SALISBURY, F.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
SANDtE, WILLIAM G.
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87-60[ P87-10060 06
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ 1:)87-10157 06
SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS CONFIRM
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS THEORY




NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20[ P87-10020 06
SCNILL, HAROLD
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-I0196 05
SCHULMAN, ROBERT
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10142 06
SCOBEE. FRANCIS RICHARD
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P87-10201 05
SEAMANS, ROBERT C., JR.
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184} P87-10184 06
SHAFER, ROBERT J.
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE*87-142[ P87-10142 06
SHAPLEY, WILLIS H.
SHAPLEY NAMED ASSOCIATE DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR (POLICY)
[NASA RELEASE-87*24[ P87-10024 06
SHAW, GEORGE BERNARD
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SPACE SYMPOSIUM; COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLORADO P87-10193 05
SHAWHAN, STANLEY D.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY ISSUED FOR
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-22[ P87-10022 06
SPACE STATION SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES TO BE
EXAMINED
[NASA RELEASE-87-27[ P87-10027 06
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46] P87-10046 06
SHEEHAN, WILLIAM
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-56[ P87-10056 06
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-142[ P87-10t42 06
SHELTON, IAN
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE_7457] P87-10067 06
SHEPHERD, WILLIAM M.
SPACE SHUTI'LE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-87-139[ P87-10139 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
_WI'I'ERUD, ANNE
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
[NASA RELEASE-87-89[ P87-10089 06
SKIM.MAN, DAVID R,
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VIDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
[NASA RELEASE-87-154[ P87-10154 06
SMELSER, JERRY
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHUFFLE ORBITER ENGINES
[NASA RELEASE-87-179] P87-10179 06
SMITH, MICHAEL J.
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: CHALLENGER ACCIDENT
COMMEMORATION; FT. MYER CHAPEL, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA P87-10195 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: DEDICATION
OF CHALLENGER CREW MEMORIAL MARKER;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA I:)87-10201 05
SONNEBORN, GEORGE
NASA SATELLITE WATCHES EXPLODING STAR
[NASA RELEASE-87-20] P87-10020 06
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
[NASA RELEASE-87-59[ P87-10059 06
SPEARS, I- T.
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-85] P87-10085 06
SPENCER, DARYL L
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10t36 06
SPENCER, WILLIAM R.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ PB7-10136 06
STEERS, LOUIS L
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
[NASA RELEASE-87-118[ 1:>87-10118 06
STEVENSON, CHARLIE
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
[NASA RELEASE-87-169[ P87-10169 06
STEWART, IAN
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE.87-25[ P87-10025 06
_I_rOFAN, ANDREW J.
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-87-50[ P87-10050 06
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
[NASA RELEASE-87-83[ P87-10083 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTtC
SERVICER STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-176[ P87-10176 06
STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; PARIS, FRANCE
P87-10213 05
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: NASA HEADQUARTERS;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P87-10233 05
STONE, EDWARD C.
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
[NASA RELEASE-87-77[ P87-10077 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-123] P87-10123 06
STONE, NOBLE H.
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-87-46[ P87-10046 06
T
TACCONI, GIORGIO
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ NASA RELEASE-87-46 ] P87-10046 06
TEDESCO, EDWARD F.
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
TEEGARDEN, BONNARD
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE_7-60[ P87-10060 06
TENNYSON, ALFRED
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
SYMPOSIUM; WASHINGTON, D.C. 1>87-10234 05
TERHUNE, CREIOHTON A.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87-10045 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
THOMAS, JAMES A.
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES
[NASA RELEASE-87-71] P87-10071 06
THOMAS, JOHN
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TEST FIRING
UNDER REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-28] P87-10028 06
THOMPSON, JAMES R.
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-t0231 05
THOMSON, GEORGE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
TOMBAUGH, CLYDE
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
TOWNSEND, JOHN W., JR.
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-87-99[ P87-10099 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
EMPLOYEES P87-10228 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMES/DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH
FACILITY EMPLOYEES P87-10231 05
TRULY, RICHARD HARRISON
FLIGHT CREW ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT SHU'I-FLE
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-87-2[ P87-10002 06
SHUTTLE PROCESSING REVIEW COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-87-26[ P87.10026 06
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87ot0045 06
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-87-61[ P87-10061 06
ATLAS/CENTAUR-67 ACCIDENT BOARD
ANNOUNCES FINDINGS
[NASA RELEASE-87-72[ P87-10072 06
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-87-80[ P87-10080 06
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN
PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-87-100[ P87-10100 06
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-87-117] P87-10117 06
INCREASED SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
[NASA RELEASE-87-168[ P87-10168 06
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN
REVIEW
[NASA RELEASE-87-184[ P87-10184 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO NASA
EMPLOYEES P87-10203 05
STATEMENT OF DR JAMES C. FLETCHER, NASA
ADMINISTRATOR: PRESS BRIEFING; NASA
HEADQUARTERS P87-10212 05
TSIOLKOVSKII, KONSTANTIN EDUARDOVICH
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: FIFTH SOFTWARE VALLEY CONFERENCE;
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA P87-10196 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE MID.AMERICA COMMITTEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: EUROSPACE/AEROSPACE AMERICA
SYMPOSIUM; PARIS, FRANCE P87-10214 05
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PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D. C.
P87-10225 05
TSURUTANI, BRUCE
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-94[ P87-10094 06
TUELLEB, JACK
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
[NASA RELEASE-87=60[ P87-10060 06
TUMER, O. T.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
V
VALEBO, RRA_ISCO P. J.
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87-63[ P87-10063 06
VEEDER, GLENN J.
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-87-74[ P87-10074 06
VON BRAUN, WERNHER
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DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT; DETROIT,
MICHIGAN P87-10204 05
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DELIVERY: THE MID-AMERICA COMMI3-rEE; CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS P87-10210 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87-10219 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; WASHINGTON, D C
P87-10225 05
VOSS, JAMES S.
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT
CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE_7-93] P87-10093 06
W
WALES, ROBERT O.
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
[NASA RELEASE_7-137] P87-10137 06
WALSH, MICHAEL J.
NASA 'RIBLETS' MAY HELP WIN AMERICA'S CUP
[NASA RELEASE-87-5] P87-10005 06
WEAVER, ROBERT C.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87-10045 06
WEBR, P.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
WEBER, WILLIAM J., III
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-87-38[ P87÷10038 06
WEED, REBECCA
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
[NASA RELEASE_87-75] P87-10075 06
WEFEL, JOHN
NASA PLANS TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD BALLOON
FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-87-4[ P87-I0004 06
WEIR, JAMES E.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
WELCH, JASPER
NAC RECOMMENDS DIVERSIFIED FLEET OF
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-87-30] P87-10030 06
NASA STUDYING MAJOR SPACE INITIATIVES
[NASA RELEASE-87-36[ P87-10036 06
WENGER, NORMAN C.
NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
[NASA RELEASE-87-45[ P87-10045 06
WERNER, MICHAEL W.
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
[NASA RELEASE-87_3] P87-10063 06
WEST, J.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
WETHERELL, GEORGE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
WHITE, R. S.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
WILSON, CHRISTINE
NASA'S PIONEER 12 TO STUDY COMET WILSON
[NASA RELEASE_7-25[ P87-10025 06
wrrTEBORN, FRED
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
[NASA RELEASE-87-162[ P87-10162 06
wl'rz, SCOTT W.
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
WOLGEMUTH, D.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
WOLVERTON, B. C.
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
[NASA RELEASE-87-186[ P87-10186 06
WORTMAN, JOHN J.
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112] P87-10112 06
WRIGHT, ORVILLE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
WRIGHT, WILBUR
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: THE COLUMBIA CLUB OF NEW YORK; NEW
YORK CITY P87-10209 05
WRONSKI, T.
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ P87-10054 06
WU, M. K.
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-87-115[ P87-10115 06
Y
YEAGER, JEANA
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION




BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CENTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
[NASA RELEASE-87-112[ P87-10112 06
YORK, HERB
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION; DETROIT, MICHIGAN P87-10218 05
YOUNG, JOHN WATTS
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
[NASA RELEASE-87-58[ P87-10058 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
P87-10205 05
YOUNG, L
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-87-54[ 1:)87-10054 06
YOUNG, MIKE
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: SALT LAKE ROTARY CLUB; SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH P87.10219 05
Z
ZlELINSKI, LYNNE
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
[NASA RELEASE-87-136[ P87-10136 06
ZYCH,/L O.
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
[NASA RELEASE-87-157[ P87-10157 06
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17 MAR 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-36
P87-10037
NASA BEGINS SUPER MANEUVERABILITY AND
SAFETY RESEARCH FLIGHTS
18 MAR 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-37
P87-10038
MOBILE SATELLITE COMMUNiCATiONS SYSTEM TO
BE TESTED
18 MAR 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-38
P87-10039
NASA SELECTS GSFC SUPPORT SERVICES
CONTRACTOR
19 MAR 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-39
P87-10040
SEVENTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
20 MAR 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-40
P87-10041
NASA AND FRENCH SPACE AGENCY SIGN
COOPERATIVE MISSION AGREEMENT
23 MAR 1987 2P NASA RELEASE-87-41
P87-10042
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR ENGINEERING
SUPPORT CONTRACT
26 MAR. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-42
P87-10043
CONTROLLED FOREST FIRE YIELDS SIGNIFICANT
SCIENTIFIC DATA
:)6 MAR 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-43
P87-10044
NASA BEGINS STUDY OF MARS SAMPLE RETURN
MISSION




NASA NAMES ATLAS CENTAUR 67 INVESTIGATION
BOARD
27 MAR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-45
P87-10046
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
1 APR. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-8746
P87-10047
NASA TO SEEK SPACE SHUTTLE ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
1 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE_7-47
P87-10048
NASA AND CALTECH CONTINUE MARS
EXPLORATION RESEARCH EFFORT
2 APR. 1987 21) NASA RELEASE-87-48
P87-10049
JPL SELECTS VIRGINIA OFFICE SITE FOR LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS
3 APR. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87_49
P87-10050
NASA PROCEEDING TOWARD SPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT
3 APR. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE_7-50
P87-100S1
NASA, ESA DECIDE PLANETARY LAUNCH DATES
3 APR. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-51
P87-10082
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
STATION TMIS
6 APR. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-52
P87-10053
CAMPBELL APPOINTED NASA COMPTROLLER
8 APR. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-53
1_7-10054
NASA SELECTS LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS FOR
SPACE FLIGHT STUDY
9 APR. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-54
P87-10055
NASA SIGNS COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
GENERAL DYNAMICS
10 APR, 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-55
P87-10056
SHEEHAN NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS
13 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-56
P87-10057
ISRAELI BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
SHUTTLE
9 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE_7-57
P87-10058
CHIEF ASTRONAUT JOHN YOUNG APPOINTED TO
NEW POST
15 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE=87*58
P87-10059
BLUE SUPERGIANT STAR DISAPPEARS
17 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE_87-59
P87-10080
NASA PLANS BALLOON FLIGHTS TO STUDY
SUPERNOVA
20 APR. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-60
P87-10061
SHUTTLE TESTING IMPACTS LAUNCH DATE
21 APR. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87_l
P87-10062
FINALISTS FOR THE NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
ANNOUNCED
22 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-62
P87-10063
THREE EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR COMET
INVESTIGATION
22 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87_63
P87-1l_044
DEEP SPACE NETWORK MONITORS SUPERNOVA
24 APR. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE_7-64
F-2
P87-10065
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR
SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT
24 APR. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-65
P87-10C_6
NASA AND BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF SPACE
RESEARCH LEAD AMAZON STUDY
27 APR. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-66
P87-10067
NASA MOUNTS MAJOR SUPERNOVA SCIENCE
PROGRAM
27 APR. 1987 6p NASA RELEASE-87_67
P87-10068
NASA ANNOUNCES EXCELLENCE AWARD
RECIPIENTS




6 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-69
P87-10070
SPACE DATA CONSORTIUM FACILITY TO BE
LOCATED AT GODDARD
7 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-70
P87-10071
NASA TEAM NAMED TO REVIEW LAUNCH DECISION
PROCESSES




11 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-72
P87-10073
FUEL-SAVING PROPFAN ENGINE BEGINS TESTS AT
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
19 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-73
P87-10074
PLUTO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF HAVING AN
ATMOSPHERE
13 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-74
P87-10078
ANTARCTIC STUDIES MAY AID IN SEARCH FOR LIFE
ON MARS
13 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-75
P87-10076
NASA PLANS USE OF EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES
15 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-76
P87-10077
VOYAGERS PRECISELY MEASURE NEW COSMIC
RAY PARTICLE SPECIES
15 MAY 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-77
P87-10078
MODULAR DATA HANDLING AND LINKING SYSTEM
TESTED
3 JUN 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-78
P87-10079
MORTON THIOKOL TO CONDUCT SHUTTLE SOLID
MOTOR JOINT TEST
20 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-79
P87-10080
NASA PLANS NEXT SHUTTLE FLIGHT
20 MAY 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87_0
P87-10081
FULL-SIZE SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO BE TEST
FIRED
21 MAY 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-81
P87-10082
NASA/GOODARD TO HOST SATELLITE SERViCiNG
WORKSHOP
22 MAY 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-82
P87-10083
FLIGHT PATH TO THE FUTURE IS FEATURED AT
PARIS AIR SHOW
26 MAY 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-83
P87-10084
ASTRONAUT RIDE WILL LEAVE NASA FOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
26 MAY .1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-84
P87-10085
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR LIQUID-FUELED ROCKET
BOOSTER STUDIES
28 MAY 1987 1p NASA RELEASE+87-85
P87-10086
KLINESERG APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
29 MAY 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-86
P87-10087
NASA ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
1 JUN. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE_7-87
P87-10088
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR SHUTTLE
ARRESTING SYSTEM
2 JUN 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-88
P87-10089
NASA BEGINS MAJOR RESEARCH EFFORT IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
3 JUN 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-89
P87-10090
NASA ISSUES REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR STUDIES
3 JUN 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-90
P87-10091
NASA ESTABLISHES SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM
4 JUN. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE_7-91
P87-10092
TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT CONCEPT MAY HAVE
WORLDWIDE APPLICATIONS
5 JUN. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-92
P87-10093
NASA SELECTS 15 NEW ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
5 JUN, 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-93
P87-10094
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW SOURCE OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS
8 JUN. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-94
P87-10098
NASA LEADS INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS PRAIRIE
8 JUN. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-95
P87-10096
REPLACEMENT ORBITER TO BE NAMED BY
STUDENTS
8 JUN. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-96
1=87-10097
SMALL SOUNDING ROCKET DESTROYED BY
LIGHTNING
10 JUN. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE_7-97
P87-10098
NASA AMES LARGE WIND TUNNEL REOPENS
17 JUN. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-98
P87-10099
HINNERS AND TOWNSEND APPOINTED TO NASA
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
17 JUN. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-99
P87-10100
NEW SHUTTLE ORBITER TO BE BUILT IN PALMDALE
17 3UN, 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-100
P87-10101
NASA STUDIES CLIMATE EFFECTS OF OCEAN
CLOUDS
19 JUN, 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-101
P87-10102
NASA IMAGPNG TECHNOLOGY TO HELP PROTECT
U.S. DOCUMENTS
24 JUN, 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-102
P87-10103
BARTOE NAMED CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NASA SPACE
STATION
22 JUN, 1987 lp NASA RELEASE_I7-103
NEWS RELEASES
P87-10104
NEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN DETECTION OF EYE
DISORDERS
24 JUN. 1987 4p NASA FIELEASE-87-104
P87-10105
NASA SCIENTIST BELIEVES A TENTH PLANET MAY
EXIST
25 JUN. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-105
P87-10106
EHL NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR SRM&QA
26 JUN. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-106
P87-10107
LOCKHEED SELECTED FOR SPACE STATION
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
29 JUN, 1907 lp NASA RELEASE-87-107
P87-10108
NASA REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
30 JUN. 1987 tp NASA RELEASE*87-108
P87-10109
AARON NAMED ACTING ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OFFICE OF EXPLORATION
6 JUL, 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-109
P87-10110
NASA SELECTS GRUMMAN FOR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT
2 JUL. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-110
P87-10111
NASA FEATURES ADVANCED TURBOPROP.
COCKPIT OF FUTURE AT CONVENTION
15 JUL. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-111
P07-10112
BOARD NAMED TO INVESTIGATE ATLAS CE NTAUR
68 VEHICLE MISHAP
15 JUL. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-112
P87-10113
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ENTERS SECOND
PHASE OF FLYING
21 JUL 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-113
P87-10114
SCIENCE AGENCIES TO INVESTIGATE OZONE HOLE
28 JUL. 1987 5p NASA RELEASE-87-114
P87-10115
NASA SELECTS NEW CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE
28 JUL. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-115
P87-10118
ASTRONAUT JON MCBRIDE NAMED TO
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS POST
30 JUL 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-116
P87-10117
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT
SHUTTLE ORBITER
31 JUL. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-117
P07-10118
SECOND-PHASE FLIGHT TESTS SET FOR MISSION
ADAPTIVE WING
3 AUG. 1907 2p NASA RELEASE-87-118
P87-10119
NASA INITIATES HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STUDY
5 AUG. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-119
P87-10120
NASA AWARDS ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STUDY CONTRACTS
7 AUG. 1907 lp NASA RELEASE-87-120
P87-10121
HINNERS NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
10 AUG. 1907 lp NASA RELEASE-87-121
P87-10122
SPACE TELESCOPE AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
RECEIVE PROPOSAL EXTENSION
11 AUG. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-122
P07-10123
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MARK 10 YEARS OF
EXPLORATION
14 AUG. 1907 3p NASA RELEASE-87-123
P87-10124
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR TO BE DEDICATED IN
HAWAII
18 AUG, 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-e7-124
P87-10125
FIRST REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR TO
BE TEST FIRED
18 AUG 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-125
P87-10126
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR ISAAC GILLAM TO
RETIRE FROM NASA
19 AUG 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-126
P07-10127
NASA ISSUES RFP FOR SHUTTLE-C STUDY
CONTRACTS
21 AUG. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-e7-127
P87-10128
BOOSTER ROCKET INCIDENT
26 AUG. 1907 2p NASA RELEASE-87-128
P87-10129
AEROSPACE PLANE REACHES ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE
27 AUG. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-129
P87-10130
ACCEPTANCE TESTS BEGIN ON SHUTTLE MAIN
ENGINES FOR STS-26 LAUNCH
2 SEP. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-130
P87-10131
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SELECTED FOR JSC
SUPPORT CONTRACT
4 SEP. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-131
P87-10132
U,S. AND AUSTRALIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
9 SEP, 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-132
P87-10133
NASA FOSTERS AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY FOR
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
21 SEP. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-133
P87-10134
NASA ASSISTING FIRE FIGHTERS IN CALIFORNIA
10 SEP. 19,_7 2p NASA RELEASE-87-134
P87-10135
NASA RESPONDS TO REPORT BY NRC COMMITTEE
ON SPACE STATION
14 SEP. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-135
P87-10136
NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS PRESENT SPACE
STATION PROPOSALS TO NASA
11 SEP, 1987 2p NASA FIELEASE-87-136
P87-10137
TWO NASA SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT TO REENTER
OVER SOUTH AMERICA
14 SEP, 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-137
P87-10138
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR LiQUiD FUEL
ROCKET BOOSTER STUDIES
15 SEP, 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-138
P87-10139
SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION STS-27 CREW NAMED
15 SEP, 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-139
P87-10140
NASA SELECTS BOEING FOR MAJOR
AERONAUTICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
18 SEP 1907 lp NASA RELEASE-87-140
P07-10141
USERS TO ViEW SPACE STATION MODULES
24 SEP 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-141
P87-10142
ORGANIZATION OF NASA OFFICE OF
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLETED
25 SEP, 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-142
P87-10143
PASSENGER VEHICLE SATELLITE ANTENNA
TESTED
25 SEP. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-143
P87-10144
SECONDARY PAYLOADS ANNOUNCED FOR
SHUTTLE DISCOVERY MISSION
29 SEP. 1967 2p NASA RELEASE-87-144
P87-10145
JAMES ROSE NAMED ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
30 SEP. 1907 lp NASA FIELEASE-87-145
P87-10146
SOVIET BIOSATELLITE MISSION UNDERWAY WITH
US, PARTICIPATION
2 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-146
P87-10147
U.S. AIR FORCE AND NASA SIGN PRICING
AGREEMENT
2 OCT 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-147
P87-10148
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. SELECTED FOR JSC
CONTRACT
5 OCT, 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-148
P87-10149
NASA AND WEST GERMANY SIGN EARTH
OBSERVATION EXPERIMENT AGREEMENT
6 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-149
P87-10150
NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE PROGRAM
SELECTS THREE FIRMS
7 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-150
P87-10151
NASA TO TEST FLIGHT CONFIGURATION SOLID
ROCKET MOTOR
8 OCT. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-151
P07-10152
NASA TO SUPPORT COMMERCIAL ACCESS TO ADA
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
13 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-152
P87-10153
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE HEAT EXCHANGER
LEAK
14 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-153
P87-10154
NASA TO SATELLITE BROADCAST
VlDEOCONFERENCES FOR TEACHERS
15 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-154
P87-10188
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS, SEEKS
NOMINEES FOR 1987 HONORS
19 OCT. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-155
P07-10156
GENERAL DYNAMICS SELECTED FOR GOES
LAUNCH SERVICES
19 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-156
P87-10157
NASA TO CONTINUE SUPERNOVA STUDIES FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
21 OCT. 1907 4p NASA RELEASE-87-157
P87-10158
NASA ISSUES MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
22 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-158
P87-10159
NASA SELECTS SHUTTLE-C STUDY CONTRACTORS
22 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-159
P07-10180
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
27 OCT. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-160
P87-10161
COMET PENETRATOR PROTOTYPE TESTED
SUCCESSFULLY
28 OCT, 1987 2p NASA RELEASE.-87-161
F-3
P87-10162
AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY TO STUDY SUPERNOVA
CORE
2 NOV. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-162
P87-10183
CASTOR-tVA ROCKET FAILURE CAUSE FOUND
29 OCT. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-163
P87-10164
NASA SELECTS INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
30 OCT. 1987 4p NASA RELEASE-87-164
P87o18165
NEW NASA INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL
SPACE ACTIVITY
3 NOV. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-165
P87-10166
ADMINISTRATOR COMMENTS ON GAO/SRM
CONTRACTOR SELECTION REPORT
4 NOV. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-166
P87-10167
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR JOINT TEST
SCHEDULED NOVEMBER 9
5 NOV. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-167
P87-10168
INCREASED SPACE SHU'II'LE LANDING WEIGHT TO
RELIEVE PAYLOAD BACKLOG
9 NOV. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-168
P87-1016g
KSC TO PRACTICE ASSEMBLY OF REDESIGNED
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
12 NOV. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-169
P87-I0170
SHUI-rLE CREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS TO BE TESTED
THIS MONTH
12 NOV. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-170
P87-10171
SHUTTLE SRM TEST ARTICLE FIRING, WITH
EXTERNAL LOADS APPLIED
13 NOV. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-171
I)87-10172
X-WING AIRCRAFT CONCEPT FLIGHT TESTING TO
BEGIN
17 NOV. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-172
P87-10173
FURTHER TESTING SLATED FOR DEFECTIVE
SHUTTLE ENGINE
19 NOV. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-173
I)87-10174
NASA ISSUES REPORT ON EXTENDED-DURATION
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
24 NOV. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-174
P87-10178
EARTH'S CO2 OUTFLOW MEASURED ACCURATELY
FOR THE FIRST TIME
24 NOV. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-175
P87-10178
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR TELEROBOTIC
SERVICER STUDY
25 NOV. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-176
P87-10177
NASA SELECTS AEROSPACE FIRMS TO DESIGN AND
DEVELOP SPACE STATION
1 DEC. 1987 4p NASA RELEASE-87-177
P87-10178
NASA TO CONDUCT TESTS OF REDESIGNED
SHUTTLE BOOSTER ELEMENTS
2 DEC. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-178
I)67-10179
ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED FOR TWO SPACE
SHU11"LE ORBITER ENGINES
3 DEC. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-179
P87-10180
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNELS OPERATIONAL
11 DEC. 1987 31:) NASA RELEASE-87-180
11)87-10181
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
10 DEC. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-181
P87-10182
U.S.-CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS REACH
AGREEMENT ON SPACE STATION PACT
10 DEC. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-182
P87-10183
SECOND REDESIGNED SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTOR
SCHEDULED TO BE TEST FIRED
14 DEC. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-183
P87-10184
NASA ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY: 1987 IN REVIEW




16 DEC. 1987 3p NASA RELEASE-87-185
P87-10186
NASA RESEARCH HELPS VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
MEET WASTEWATER STANDARDS
18 DEC. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-186
P87-10187
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS TO SPACE STATION
CONTRACTORS
23 DEC. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-187
P87-10188
CULBERTSON TO RETIRE FROM NASA
23 DEC. 1987 2p NASA RELEASE-87-188
P87-10189
WHITE SANDS TO BE ALTERNATE LANDING SITE
FOR SHU'rTLE FLIGHTS
23 DEC. 1987 lp NASA RELEASE-87-189
P87-10190
ANOMALY DISCOVERED IN REDESIGNED SHUTTLE
MOTOR NOZZLE
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